Kelvin Smith Library: Library Opportunity Grants 2007-2008

Introduction

The Library Opportunity Fund is a grant program developed by Kelvin Smith Library and the Arts & Sciences Library Advisory Committee. The program awards funding to faculty to acquire interdisciplinary or specialized resources which will enhance the library’s current collecting, as well as foster collaboration between faculty and librarians.

In the first round of funding in 2002-2003, the University Library, joined by the College of Arts and Sciences, invested more than $75,000 in special resources for fifteen faculty members. These items included books, journals, manuals, newspapers, a play script and other resources to support faculty in English, Religion, Modern Languages, Music, History, Classics, Anthropology and Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, among others. Subsequent years have been equally successful and the grant program continues to foster library collections built by close cooperation between librarians and faculty.

The Library Opportunity Fund addresses recommendations from the Case Faculty Senate Library Committee report Faculty Priorities for University Libraries regarding building and strengthening library collections. Improving acquisitions was also one of the principal requests in a recent LIBQUAL+ customer service survey of library patrons conducted by the University Library.

Winning faculty and librarians along with all who submitted proposals are honored at a luncheon, during which a selection of materials from each proposal is displayed or demonstrated.


American Studies:
Flora Stone Mather Oral History Project ......................... Gladys Haddad, Mark Eddy and Sue Hanson – p. 5

American Studies:
Program Funding For “Regionally Speaking: The Livable City And Its Neighborhoods” ......................................................... Gladys Haddad and Mark Eddy – p. 6

Anthropology:
Purchase Video Programming for Instruction in Anthropology ...... Lawrence P. Greksa and Mark A. Eddy – p. 9

Electrochemistry:
Encyclopedia of Electrochemistry Online ........... Daniel A. Scherson, Brian C. Gray and William Claspy – p. 11

Geological Sciences:
Treatise on Geochemistry Online .................. James A. Van Orman and Karen Thornton, Subject Librarian – p. 11

Geological Sciences:

History:
The Nineteenth-Century Short Title Catalog Online ...................... Alan J. Rocke and Mark A. Eddy – p. 13
## History:

- **Retrospective Acquisition of Books on the History of Scientific Instruments**
  
  James Edmonson and Mark A. Eddy – p. 14

- **Materials to support the Program in the History of Science, Technology, Environment, and Medicine (STEM) in the Case Department of History**
  
  John Broich and Mark A. Eddy – p. 15

- **Purchase Primary Resource Materials in the History of Psychiatry**
  
  Jonathan Sadowsky, Dr. Theodore J. Castele and Mark A. Eddy – p. 16

- **Internationale Bibliographie der Zeitschriftenliteratur**
  
  Kenneth F. Ledford and Mark A. Eddy – p. 17

- **Purchase of International Exposition Primary Resources for the Department of History**
  
  Miriam Levin and Mark A. Eddy – p. 17

- **Purchase Primary Newspaper Resources for the Department of History**
  
  Ted Steinberg and Mark A. Eddy – p. 18

## Inamori International Center for Ethics and Excellence:

- **Materials to develop the current Ethics collection by adding retrospective and current resources across all disciplines**
  
  E. Gail Reese – p. 19

## Macromolecular Science & Engineering:

- **Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology Online**
  
  David A. Schiraldi and Brian C. Gray – p. 24

## Materials Science & Engineering:

- **Expand access to CES EduPack**
  
  Mark R. De Guire and Brian C. Gray – p. 25

## Modern Languages and Literature: English:

- **Materials to develop the English department’s “Writing History and Theory” graduate concentration**
  
  Kimberly Emmons, Kurt Koenigsberger and William Claspy – p. 25

## Modern Languages and Literature: French:

- **Expansion of KSL Holdings in French and Francophone Studies**
  
  Cheryl Toman, Laura Hengehold, Gilbert Doho, Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill and Karen Oye – p. 27

## Modern Languages and Literature: German:

- **Resources for study and research on World War II and German Postwar Memory and Victim Culture Across the Generations**
  
  Susanne Vees-Gulani and Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill – p. 31

## Modern Languages and Literature: Japanese:

- **Further development of a functional collection in the Japanese language at CWRU**
  
  Takao Hagiwara and Arlene Moore Sievers Hill – p. 35
Modern Languages and Literature: Japanese:
Suzuki Daisetsu Zenshu

Music:
Archival preservation of: Micrologus: Exploring
the World of Early Music. A syndicated radio
program hosted by Dr. Ross Duffin .................... Ross Duffin, Stephen Toombs and Sharlane Gubkin – p. 36

Music:
Resources for the Study of the Musical
and the Film Musical ....................................... Daniel Goldmark, Mary Davis and Stephen Toombs – p. 36

Music:
Creation of a digital version of: A dictionary of Music and Musicians,
George Grove. London, Macmillan and Co.,
1879-89, 1890. Vols. 1-4 ...... Peter Bennett, David Rothenberg, Stephen Toombs and Sharlane Gubkin – p. 39

Physics:
Series: Landolt-Börnstein: Numerical Data and
Functional Relationships in Science and Technology ........ Walter Lambrecht and Earnestine Adeyemon – p. 39

Political Science:
The American Presidents Series Collection Audio
And Print Materials ........................................... Alexander P. Lamis and Mark A. Eddy – p. 40

Political Science:
Support for Video Programming at the Case
Center for Policy Studies ............................. Joseph White, Andrew M. Lucker and Mark A. Eddy – p. 41

Political Science:
Retrospective Acquisition Of Books in

Religious Studies:
Digitize material in the Western Reserve Historical Society
from a famed Cleveland rabbi and path-breaking synagogue
called Brith Emeth for inclusion in DigitalCase .............. Alan Levenson and Sharon Gravius – p. 44

Religious Studies:
Retrospectively acquire materials
on the study of Jewish Folklore ................................ Judith Neulander and Sharon Gravius – p. 45

Religious Studies:
Retrospective acquisition in a neglected area of
African American Religious Studies and supporting materials ........ Joy R. Bostic and Sharon Gravius – p. 46

Science & Engineering:
The DECHEMA Corrosion Handbook Online .................................. Brian C. Gray – p. 50

Social Sciences:
Library materials to support Sages and Capstone students
in the Social Sciences whom are interested in researching autism ...................... Sharon Gravius – p. 50
Sociology:
  Materials to support new faculty members in the Department of Sociology .............. Jessica Kelley-Moore – p. 52

Special Collections, Kelvin Smith Library:
  Materials that will support the study of Cleveland and Northeast Ohio ....................... Susie Hanson – p. 53

WSOM: Accountancy:
  Thomson Financial 13F Ownership,
  Current and History WRDS database ......................... Julia Grant, Larry Parker and Catherine Wells – p. 55

WSOM: Banking and Finance:
  New York Stock Exchange Historical Short Interest Database .................. Claudia Moise and Karen Oye – p. 56

WSOM: Social Entrepreneurship:
  Expansion of the collections
  in the area of social entrepreneurship ........................................ Jean Kilgore, Stanton Cort, David Cooperrider, Susan Eagan and Catherine Wells – p. 57
Library Opportunity Grants, 2007-2008: Grant Proposals

American Studies — Gladys Haddad, Professor of American Studies, Director, Western Reserve Studies Symposium and the “Regionally Speaking” Project; Mark Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library; Sue Hanson, Head, Kelvin Smith Library Special Collections Department

Faculty: Gladys Haddad – Librarians: Mark Eddy & Sue Hanson

2008 Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Fund Grant Proposal
Funding for the Flora Stone Mather Oral History Project

Faculty: Gladys Haddad, Professor of American Studies, Director, Western Reserve Studies Symposium and the “Regionally Speaking” Project
Librarians: Mark Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library; Sue Hanson, Head, Kelvin Smith Library Special Collections Department

DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE:
This oral history project has its genesis in The Flora Stone Mather Alumnae Association Matching Challenge and Celebrating Women Campaign. In seeking the financial support of its alumnae, the opportunity to gather and preserve the stories of their days at Flora Stone Mather College presented itself. The experience of attending Flora Stone Mather College for Women (1888-1972), a co-ordinate college to Adelbert College for men at Western Reserve University, represents a singular experience in the history of education for women.

The project will touch upon American history, the history of Case Western Reserve University, Women’s Studies, and the history of American education. Its interdisciplinary nature thus will provide a rich storehouse of material for future research and teaching initiatives among Case faculty in numerous academic programs. The oral history project involves the selection of alumnae who will relate their experiences in response to interviewers who are prepared to adhere to the professional standards required for taking oral histories. The Project Director will administer the program with the identification and selection of alumnae subjects and the preparation of students enrolled in the SAGES academic course for the Fall 2008.

It is proposed herein that the Kelvin Smith Library provide funding for the Flora Stone Mather Oral History Project. Under the supervision of the director, project participants will produce an archive of transcribed oral history documents that will be housed in the KSL Special Collections Department. Archival materials will subsequently be digitized for inclusion in an online archive via Digital Case. This archive will also be the basis of a monograph to be written by the project director.

BUDGET: $5000.00

SAGES Course Outline

The History of Women's Education and the Emergence of the Co-Ordinate College

Institutions for Study (readings and discussion)

*Harvard University*
1879 Society for Collegiate Instruction of Women “Harvard Annex”
1893 Radcliffe College

*Western Reserve University*
1888 College for Women
1931 Flora Stone Mather College

*Tulane University*
1886 Sophie Newcomb College

*Columbia University*
1889 Barnard College

*Brown University*
1891 Pembroke College

*Tufts University*
1910 Jackson College

Basics of oral history (training for interviews)

Training components will include:
- Selection of Subjects
• Ethics
• Interviewing techniques
• Framing questions
• Transcribing
• Applications

Outcomes of Course
• Prepare a monograph on the history of the co-ordinate college featuring the oral histories of Flora Stone Mather College alumnae.
• Use oral histories to create monologues written, produced and performed by student re-enactors.

The Project Director:

Gladys Haddad, Ph.D., Professor of American Studies, Director, Western Reserve Studies Symposium and “Regionally Speaking”

As a historian of women’s education, my scholarly interests are represented in my dissertation “Social Roles and Advanced Education for Women in Nineteenth Century America: A Study of Three Western Reserve Institutions.” The three institutional formats that offered advanced education for women in the nineteenth century were located in northeastern Ohio’s Western Reserve: Oberlin, College, coeducation; Lake Erie Female Seminary and College, single-sex education; and Western Reserve University’s College for Women, a coordinate to the Adelbert College for men. Flora Stone Mather was the benefactor of the College for Women. I authored her biography Flora Stone Mather: Daughter of Cleveland’s Euclid Avenue and Ohio’s Western Reserve.


I have received endorsement for this proposal from University President, Barbara Snyder, Campaign Challenge Co-Chair, Pat Kilpatrick, Flora Stone Mather Alumnae President, Sandra Vodanoff, Flora Stone Mather Center Director, Dorothy Miller, College of Arts and Sciences Dean, Cyrus Taylor, Assistant Dean, Development and Alumni Affairs, Tom Neville, Director of Major Gifts, Harriet Wadsworth, Executive Director of Constituent Relations, Sharon Jordan-Davis and History Department Chair, Jonathan Sadowsky.

Project Budget

Expenses

Project Director $2688.00

Equipment

Olympus WS-100 64MB Digital Voice Recorder with USB Interface
w/Olympus ME-15 Microphone 15@ $81.00 $1215.00

Travel

Mileage - Based on enrollment of 15 students in SAGES course
30 miles @ $.505 15 students x 4 interviews = 60 interviews $909.00

Mailings, Xerox, Postage $188.00

TOTAL BUDGET: $5000.00

February 27, 2008

American Studies — Gladys Haddad, Professor of American Studies, Director, Western Reserve Studies Symposium and the “Regionally Speaking” Project; Mark Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

Faculty: Gladys Haddad – Librarians: Mark A. Eddy

2008 Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Fund Grant Proposal
Program Funding for “Regionally Speaking: The Livable City and Its Neighborhoods”

Faculty: Gladys Haddad, Professor of American Studies, Director, Western Reserve Studies Symposium and the “Regionally Speaking” Project Librarian: Mark Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE:
The Western Reserve Studies Symposium was founded in 1985 by Gladys Haddad, Ph.D., Case Western Reserve University Professor of American Studies, to provide a forum for students and scholars of northeastern Ohio's history and culture. The objective has been to advance the exploration of the distinctive aspects of Ohio's Western Reserve region over two centuries. All symposia programs and related scholarship are found online at www.case.edu/artsci/wrss.

Following the 20th annual 2006 Western Reserve Studies Symposium “Transformation of a Region: The Western Reserve and “The Livable City” in November 2006, a virtual symposium was created for broadcast on the Worldwide Web, consisting of multiple sessions featuring high-level experts that characterize the symposia. This year we launched a pilot web-based Regionally Speaking series of programs focusing on “The Livable City.” Moderated by Professor Haddad, the weekly programs were announced in advance, and listeners were invited to submit questions and comments. Six 30-minute programs featuring conversational interviews were broadcast during May and June 2007 from Case Western Reserve University’s Freedman Center of The Kelvin Smith Library.

Based on the success of the pilot program, we propose to move forward with the series “The Livable City and Its Neighborhoods” during the academic year 2007-2008. We are encouraged by a recommendation voiced at the Listening Project 5 of WVIZ/WCPN National Public Radio Ideastream “to go into neighborhoods and engage folks so we can take a bite, chew, swallow, tell the story of that success and then move on and take another bite in another neighborhood… to ‘think globally but act locally.’

We will implement a series of 15 half-hour programs over the 2007-2008 fall and spring terms at the University. Project Director Gladys Haddad will serve as host, moderator, interviewer, and facilitator: design program and content; select speakers; handle publicity and audience development. Project Producer Jeffrey T. Verespej, creator of the Regionally Speaking blog will assist with program design and content, selection of speakers and all technical aspects of production. Program planning and implementation is conducted in association with the staff of Neighborhood Progress, Inc. under the auspices of the Cleveland Foundation.

It is proposed herein that the Kelvin Smith Library, in concert with local philanthropic organizations such as the Cleveland Foundation and the Nord Family Foundation, provide funding for the Regionally Speaking program series. In return, the program collection will be deposited in Digital Case for perpetual access and storage. This landmark programming represents collaborative efforts among private foundations, Case Western University, and the city and neighborhoods of Cleveland. Because of the subject matter, the digital archive of the Regionally Speaking programming will support efforts among members of the Case faculty, the Western Reserve Historical Society, and local academic consortia to chronicle the history of Cleveland and Northeast Ohio.

Programming Outline:

Regionally Speaking will highlight and provide an on-the-ground look at the redevelopment efforts happening in many of Cleveland’s historic neighborhoods. Evolving out of a program focusing on University Circle as a destination and a neighborhood, Regionally Speaking will begin with an overview on why strategic investment in Cleveland’s neighborhoods is central to the future of region and its economy. Following the investment through the neighborhoods, this will promote and back the work of many professionals and residents to the Greater Cleveland Community and beyond.

I. Introduction
   a. Brief historical perspective on Cleveland’s neighborhoods
   b. Importance of neighborhoods to Cleveland and regionalism
   c. Speakers
      i. Mayor Jackson
      ii. Chris Warren
      iii. Ronn Richards
      iv. Bobbi Reichtell

II. Buckeye
   a. History of neighborhood and development
   b. School and library investment
   c. Residential Re-use
   d. Public Art
   e. Neighborhood collaboration
   f. Speakers
      i. * John Hopkins (development, Moreland Theater)
      ii. Eric Hodderson (St. Luke’s Pointe)
      iii. Denise Zeman (St. Luke’s Foundation grant) [Sandy Chapelle sub]
      iv. Greg Peckham (Cleveland Public Art)
      v. Andrew Venable (Library)
      vi. Eugene Sanders (Harvey Rice School)
vii. Pam George (Shaker Square/Larchmere)

III. Detroit Shoreway
   a. History of neighborhood and development
   b. Arts as Economic Engine
   c. Gordon Square Redevelopment & Streetscaping
   d. Sustainability
   e. Connections
   
   f. Speakers
      i. * Jeff Ramsey (development, history)
      ii. Matt Zone (investment, community, history)
      iii. Chip Marous (housing development)
      iv. Lee Chilcote (community, sustainability)
      v. Joy Roller (Gordon Square Arts District, non-profit collaboration)
      vi. Bob Brown (infrastructure improvement)
      vii. Raymond Bobgam (arts, Cleveland Public Theater) [Stephanie Hrbek-Morrison sub]

IV. Fairfax
   a. History of neighborhood and development
   b. Model Blocks Program
   c. Langston Hughes Library
   d. Greater University Circle Initiative
   e. Research
   
   f. Speakers
      i. * Vickie Johnson (development, history, Model Blocks, Library)
      ii. Nate Zaremba (Woodhaven, Beacon Place)
      iii. Chris Coburn (GCIC) [Oliver 'Pudge' Henkel sub]
      iv. India Pierce Lee (Greater University Circle Initiative)
      v. Karamu representative (history, arts, neighborhood)
      vi. Resident

V. Glenville
   a. History of neighborhood and development
   b. Connections to neighboring institutions
   c. VA Hospital consolidation
   d. Youth involvement in planning and the arts
   e. Speakers – Session One
      i. Emily Peck (history)
      ii. John Anoliefo (development & community)
      iii. Janice Eatman Williams (connections to University Circle)
      iv. Julie Patton (arts and youth involvement)
   
   f. Speakers – Session Two
      i. Sabra Pierce-Scott (current issues)
      ii. John Anoliefo (development & community)
      iii. Chris Ronayne (University Circle, Inc)
      iv. Michael Forlani (VA Hospital development)

VI. Slavic Village
   a. History of neighborhood and development
   b. Mill Creek and Metroparks
   c. Active & Family Living, Brownfield redevelopment
   d. Business Investment
   
   e. Speakers
      i. * Marie Kittredge (development, foreclosures)
      ii. Glenn Sabola (history) [Sean Martin sub]
      iii. Tony Brancatelli (initiatives, investment, community)
      iv. Vern Hartenberg (Metroparks)
      v. Fr. Mike (Warsaza Historic District, St. Stanislaus)
      vi. Paul Hummel (Third Federal investment)
VI. Tremont
   a. History of neighborhood and redevelopment
   b. Gallery and restaurant strengths
   c. Gentrification and Economic/Environmental Sustainability
   d. Speakers
      i. Chris Garland (development)
      ii. Walter Wright (history)
      iii. Heather Haviland (restaurants and gallery)
      iv. Christine Murdoch (retail and business)
      v. Mitch Schneider (retail developer)
      vi. Keith Sutton (developer, sustainability)

BUDGET: $10,000.00

Project Budget Outline:

Personnel Expenses
   Project Director - Gladys Haddad, Salary, Spring 2008 $4,000.00
   Project Director Fringe, 29.5% $1,475.00
   Project Producer – Jeffrey Veresperj $2,200.00
   Project Producer Fringe, 29.5% $649.00

Technical support
   Media-Vision – video taping, posting to web, file maintenance
   (15 interviews x $150/ea) $1601.00

Operating Expenses
   Supplies – disks & sleeves, office supplies $75.00

TOTAL BUDGET: $10,000.00

February 29, 2008

Anthropology — Lawrence P. Greksa, Professor of Anthropology, Chair of Department of Anthropology; Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for Anthropology, Kelvin Smith Library

Faculty: Lawrence Greksa – Librarian: Mark A. Eddy

2008 Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Fund Grant Proposal
Proposal to Purchase Video Programming for Instruction in Anthropology

FACULTY:
Lawrence P. Greksa, Professor of Anthropology, Chair of Department of Anthropology

LIBRARIAN:
Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for Anthropology, Kelvin Smith Library

DESCRIPTION & PURPOSE:
Much of the coursework in the Case anthropology curriculum involves topics (cultural diversity, primate behavior, human evolution and more) which absolutely require illustration, and where a picture is truly worth a thousand words. Textbooks include still pictures, but in many cases there is no substitute for a video presentation of course topics, concepts, and themes. The Case Department of Anthropology has accumulated a set of videos over the years, but limited departmental funds for these materials prevent the acquisition of much needed programming. Additional videos would complement materials in our existing collection very effectively.

It is proposed herein that the Kelvin Smith Library provide funds to purchase video materials for teaching and instruction in anthropology. The addition of these videos to the library collection would greatly improve the existing departmental collection, providing faculty with vital resources for instruction.
BUDGET: $3304.00

VIDEO LIST

**Becoming a Woman in Okrika**
Produced by Judith Gleason and Elisa Mereghetti, Kamel Films Filmmakers Library, 124 East 40th Street, NY, NY 10016, 27 min., DVD. $295.00

**Guardians of the Flutes: The Secrets of Male Initiation**
Produced by Paul Reddish for BBC Television, Filmmakers Library, 124 East 40th Street, NY, NY 10016, 55 min., DVD. $395.00

**Our Nation: A Korean punk rock community**
Produced by Timothy R. Tangherlini and Stephen J. Epstein Filmmakers Library, 124 East 40th Street, NY, NY 10016, 39 min., DVD. $295.00

**Survey of the Primates**
Insight-Media Inc., DVD / 1988 / 38 min / #39AQ4417. $209.00

**Bugs for Breakfast: Food and Culture**
Insight-Media Inc., DVD / 2001 / 19 min / #39AQ3919. $139.00

**The Masai Today: Changing Traditions**
Insight-Media Inc., DVD / 2003 / 53 min / #39AQ4387. $159.00

**Masai Manhood**
(purchasing information forthcoming). $300.00

**The Uncommon Chimpanzee**
Insight-Media Inc., DVD / 1993 / 32 min / #39AQ3688. $169.00

**Indians of North America**
Insight-Media Inc., 3 DVDs / 1994 / 30 min each / #39AP4554. $149.00

**The America of the Amish**
Insight-Media Inc., DVD / 2005 / 54 min / #39AP4559. $169.00

**Why We Eat What We Eat**
Insight-Media Inc., DVD / 2004 / 20 min / #39AN3912. $129.00

**Mountain Gorilla**
National Geographic Video, DVD/ 2002/ 39 min/ #1072952. $13.00

**Preschool in Three Cultures**
Joseph J. Tobin, Arizona State University, DVD. $50.00

**Tell Me: Planning and Conducting a Successful Interview**
Insight-Media Inc., DVD / 2002 / 23 min / #39AM3712, $189.00

**Manga World**
Films Media Group, DVD/ 2005/ 52 min/ #BVL39142. $150.00

**The Blood of Yingzhou District**
The Cinema Guild, DVD/ 2007/ 40 min/ #AN-01. $295.00

**Research Design: The Survey**
Insight-Media Inc., DVD / 2007 / 20 min / #39AQ4765. $199.00

TOTAL BUDGET: $3304.00

February 25, 2008
Electrochemistry — Professor Daniel A. Scherson, Director of the Ernest B. Yeager Center for Electrochemical Sciences; Brian C. Gray, Head of Reference and Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics; William Claspy, Chemistry, Astronomy, and Information Literacy Librarian

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal - 2008
Faculty: Professor Daniel A. Scherson, Director of the Ernest B. Yeager Center for Electrochemical Sciences
Librarians: Brian C. Gray, Head of Reference and Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian; William Claspy, Chemistry, Astronomy, and Information Literacy Librarian

Electrochemistry is an interdisciplinary field with many key participants. In order to support the needs of research in this field, we propose purchasing the Encyclopedia of Electrochemistry Online. Not only does the content in this title support a wide range of research on campus, it also supports requests from faculty in science and engineering that more reference materials be made available in online formats.

The Ernest B. Yeager Center for Electrochemical Sciences (YCES, http://electrochem.cwru.edu/) consists of membership from 8 departments on campus. It includes faculty and researchers from biomedical engineering, chemical engineering, chemistry, electrical engineering and computer science, mechanical and aerospace engineering, macromolecular science and engineering, materials science and engineering, and physics. The Department of Chemistry is home to this research center.

Total Requested: $6219 (one-time payment price)

Encyclopedia of Electrochemistry (online)
http://mrw.interscience.wiley.com/emrw/9783527610426/home/
http://mrw.interscience.wiley.com/emrw/3527-610421/home/Order.html

From website:
Providing an up-to-date source for engineers and scientists, the Encyclopedia of Electrochemistry is unrivalled in its breadth and depth, covering everything from fundamental research to areas of application. Extensive cross-linking allows users to deepen their knowledge as much as needed.

Electrochemical processes play an increasingly large role in our daily lives; whether in producing or saving energy, rust protection or nerve stimuli in our bodies. Thus it is hardly surprising that the specialist area of electrochemistry is a traditional yet very lively area of research.

The Encyclopedia of Electrochemistry spans all electrochemical areas:
- Fundamentals in electrochemistry
- Instrumentation
- Electroanalytical chemistry
- Corrosion and oxide films
- Electrochemical engineering
- Semiconductor electrodes / Electrodes and modified electrodes
- Photoelectrochemistry
- Inorganic and organic electrochemistry/ Bioelectrochemistry.

Print version consists of 11 volumes and 7720 pages. The print version was published in June of 2007.

Geological Sciences — James A. Van Orman, Professor, Geochemistry; Karen Thornton, Subject Librarian

Geological Sciences

Library Opportunity Grant
February 26, 2008
Karen Thornton: Subject Librarian Geological Sciences
James A. Van Orman: Professor--Geochemistry

Treatise on Geochemistry 10 -volume set
Proposal description

The Treatise on Geochemistry represents a substantial effort to review and summarize the state-of-the-art in the field of geochemistry. As such, the knowledge contained is comprehensive and will be incredibly useful in scholarly work and in the education and training of undergraduate and graduate students in the Geological Sciences and geochemistry, in particular.

The Treatise on Geochemistry is the first work providing a comprehensive, integrated summary of the present state of geochemistry. It deals with all the major subjects in the field, ranging from the chemistry of the solar system to environmental geochemistry. The Treatise on Geochemistry has drawn on the expertise of outstanding scientists throughout the world, creating the definitive reference work in geochemistry for the next decade. Each volume consists of fifteen to twenty-five chapters written by recognized authorities in their fields. Particular emphasis has been placed on integrating the subject matter of the individual chapters and volumes.

Cost:
Electronic Perpetual: $6,610
Electronic link: http://info.sciencedirect.com/content/books/ref_works/collections/tog/

Treatise on Geochemistry
1. Meteorites, Comets, and Planets
2. Mantle and Core
3. The Crust
4. The Atmosphere
5. Surface and Ground Water, Weathering and Soils
6. The Oceans and Marine Geochemistry
7. Sediments, Diagenesis and Sedimentary Rocks
8. Biogeochemistry
9. Environmental Geochemistry
10. Index Volume

Geological Sciences — Steven A, Hauck II, Professor--Planetary Geodynamics; Karen Thornton , Subject Librarian Geological Sciences

Library Opportunity Grant
February 26, 2008

Karen Thornton: Subject Librarian Geological Sciences
Steven A, Hauck II: Professor--Planetary Geodynamics

Treatise on Geophysics 11-volume set

Proposal description

The Treatise on Geophysics represents a substantial effort to review and summarize the state-of-the-art in the field of geophysics of the Earth and other planets. As such, the knowledge contained is comprehensive and will be incredibly useful in scholarly work and in the education and training of undergraduate and graduate students in the Geological Sciences and geophysics, in particular.

The Treatise on Geophysics is the only comprehensive, state-of-the-art, and integrated summary of the present state of geophysics. Offering an array of articles from some of the top scientists around the world, this 11-volume work deals with all major parts of Solid-Earth Geophysics, including a volume on the terrestrial planets and moons in our solar system. This major reference work will aid researchers, advanced undergrad and graduate students, as well as professionals in cutting-edge research that can be conducted easily, with all the relevant information needed.

While there are many books on geophysics dealing with its many subdivisions, a single book cannot give more than an introductory flavor of each topic. At the other extreme, a single book can cover one aspect of geophysics in great detail, as is done in each of the volumes of this Treatise, but the Treatise has the unique advantage of having been designed as an integrated series, an important feature of an interdisciplinary science such as geophysics.

Cost
Electronic Perpetual: $6,620
Electronic link: http://info.sciencedirect.com/content/books/ref_works/collections/geophysics/


Treatise on Geophysics
1. Seismology and Structure of the Earth
2. Mineral Physics
3. Geodesy
4. Earthquake Seismology
5. Geomagnetism
6. Crustal and Lithosphere Dynamic
7. Mantle Dynamics
8. Core Dynamics
9. Evolution of the Earth
10. Planets and Moons
11. Index Volume

History — Alan J. Rocke, Department of History; Mark A Eddy, Subject Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

Faculty: Alan J. Rocke – Librarian: Mark A. Eddy

2008 LIBRARY OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROPOSAL
NINETEENTH-CENTURY SHORT TITLE CATALOG ONLINE

SUBMITTED BY: Alan J. Rocke, Department of History, and Mark A Eddy, Subject Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

PROPOSAL: The Nineteenth-Century Short Title Catalog (NSTC) encompasses the most comprehensive index of printed works in English published in Britain, the British colonies, the United States, and around the world during the 1800s. Established in 1983 by Avero Publications, the NSTC indexing project covers monographs, periodicals, directories, and ephemera. Although the Kelvin Smith Library currently provides a set of robust electronic historical bibliographies and indexes covering publications from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, access to the NSTC would fill a clear and significant gap in current coverage.

There is effectively no overlap in records between our current electronic index holdings and that of NSTC. Members of the Case history department found a trial subscription to the NTSC very useful, and they were able to find references to much-needed, highly obscure publications for their research. The NSTC index will support multiple disciplines by providing historical reference records for literary, legal, scientific, and political documents, as well as periodicals and monographs. This index would thus serve many research programs in the arts and sciences at Case.

The Kelvin Smith Library began collecting the print volumes of the Nineteenth-Century Short Title Catalog when it was first published in 1983. The library continued to receive volumes and supplements for Series I (1801-1815) and Series II (1816-1870). In 1995 the library purchased Series I & II, and the first version of Series III (1871-1919) on CD-ROM. Both the print and CD-ROM versions are now thirteen years out of date, and there is virtually no remaining product support for the CD-ROM version. Since the NTSC project is ongoing, thousands of new entries for each series continue to be added to the current electronic database, which is now available through Chadwick Healey publishers via Proquest. The current version now also contains a new Series IV (1801-1819) with over 25,000 new records drawn from supplements from the British Museum General Catalog of Printed Books.

It is proposed that the Kelvin Smith Library provide the initial subscription fee of $6224.00 for the NSTC database. The annual maintenance fee ($450) will be paid by the subject librarian for history using library budget allocation funds.

BUDGET: $6224.00  (includes initial subscription and first year maintenance fee)

February 22, 2007
2008 Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Fund Grant Proposal
Retrospective Acquisition of Books on the History of Scientific Instruments

Curator: James Edmonson, Chief Curator, Dittrick Medical History Center
Librarian: Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for Political Science, Kelvin Smith Library

DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE:
The collections at the Dittrick Medical History Center will soon expand beyond the history of medicine to include artifacts and monograph holdings in the history of the physical and natural sciences. The new Dittrick Center for the History of Science and Medicine also will be responsible for artifacts housed in various departments in the College of Arts and Sciences. In addition to housing artifacts and maintaining a library of primary and secondary documents, monographs, reference materials, and other resources, the Dittrick Center will participate with the Case Arts and Sciences faculty in experiential learning projects which may include planned coursework in the history of medicine, science, and technology. The history of instrumentation will be a central theme of the Center’s physical and monographic collections, and of its educational mission.

In support of this expanded mission, we propose that the Kelvin Smith Library provide funding for collection development in the history of scientific instruments. The Kelvin Smith Library has established holdings in the history of science and medicine, and shares with the Dittrick Center a dedication to providing research and teaching resources for Case faculty and students. Kelvin Smith Library and the Dittrick Center also serve members of the Case Department of History, the Program in the History of Science, Technology, Environment, and Medicine (STEM), the School of Medicine, and various units within the Case College of Arts & Sciences. The addition of monographs in support of a working library collection on the history of scientific instruments thus would benefit many academic units in the Case community.

BUDGET: $3182.00

BOOK LIST


Bennett, J. A. Architecture and Mathematical Practice in England, 1550-1650. Continuum International Publishing Group, 1993. $120.00

Bennett, J. A. Church, State and Astronomy in Ireland: 200 Years of Armagh Observatory. Belfast: Armagh Observatory in association with the Institute of Irish Studies, the Queen’s University of Belfast, 1990. $108.00


Bermingham, Ann and Brewster, John, eds. The Consumption of Culture, 1600-1800: Image, Object, Text. Routledge, 1997 $100.00


Kelvin Smith Library: Library Opportunity Grants 2007-2008

Ford, B.J. *The Leeuwenhoek Legacy.* Bristol and London: Biopress, 1991. $75.00
McConnell, Anita. *Instrument makers to the world: a history of Cooke, Troughton & Simms.* London 1993. $32.00

TOTAL BUDGET: $3182.00

February 29, 2008

---

**History — John Broich, Assistant Professor of Modern British History, Department of History; Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library**

Faculty: John Broich – Librarian: Mark A. Eddy

2008 Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Fund Grant Proposal
Proposal to Purchase Primary Resources for STEM Program in History

FACULTY: John Broich, Assistant Professor of Modern British History, Department of History
LIBRARIAN: Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

DESCRIPTION & PURPOSE:

The Program in the History of Science, Technology, Environment, and Medicine (STEM) in the Case Department of History has expanded its research initiative in environmental studies and history with the addition of new faculty. It is proposed herein that the Kelvin Smith Library support this expansion by adding primary research resources to a well established collection of holdings in engineering history. Case Western
Reserve University possesses a rich heritage in engineering research, and the history of civil engineering will be the focus of continued interest and scholarship among members of both the Case history and engineering faculties. Since its inception in 1818, the Institution of Civil Engineers has become one of the premier institutions of professional civil engineering in Britain. Its flagship publication, the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, chronicles a professional culture that shaped the social, political, and environmental impact of engineering works in Britain and the colonies during the nineteenth century. This is particularly the case for the management of water resources in municipal engineering and the development of urban centers. Water resources management is an area of special research importance to a new faculty member in the Case Department of History who is embarking on a book project centered on the ICE Proceedings from the nineteenth century.

The bulk of the ICE Proceedings from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are now available in microform format, with over 200 volumes dating from 1837 to 1917 included in the collection. Although the Kelvin Smith Library has in the past occasionally collected individual volumes of the Proceedings, a full set of volumes from the nineteenth century is necessary for sustained research. Sets of volumes that are currently available in print are often incomplete, and their physical condition is questionable. An electronic version of the Proceedings is available but very expensive. The acquisition of a microform collection thus is best suited for present and future research projects in the STEM program at Case.

BUDGET: $1591.00

Minutes of the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers

Princeton Microfilming
43 Hightstown Rd., Princeton Junction, NJ, United States
43 reels of 35 mm negative silver film, covering vol. 1 (1837) - vol. 204 (1917) $37/reel
$1,591.00 plus shipping (est. $10)

February 22, 2008

History — Jonathan Sadowsky, Dr. Theodore J. Castele Associate Professor of Medical History, Department Chair; Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

Faculty: Jonathan Sadowsky — Librarian: Mark A. Eddy

2008 Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Fund Grant
Proposal to Purchase Primary Resource Materials in the History of Psychiatry

Faculty: Jonathan Sadowsky, Dr. Theodore J. Castele Associate Professor of Medical History, Department Chair
Librarian: Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

Description and Purpose:
The Program in the History of Science, Technology, Environment, and Medicine (STEM) in the Case Department of History has a strong research initiative in nineteenth and twentieth century history of psychiatry in the United States, Western Europe, and the African continent. Specialized studies include investigations of professional and institutional psychiatry and psychotherapy in colonial Nigeria, the history of electroconvulsive therapy in the United States, the history of madness and mania as social and diagnostic concepts, mental illness in American culture, and the development of American psychiatry. The acquisition of essential primary works in the history of psychiatry will help considerably to sustain the current research activities of Case faculty in the Arts and Sciences and the School of Medicine. The Kelvin Smith Library shares with the Allen Memorial Medical Library and the Health Center Library the beginnings of a working collection of primary and secondary resources in the history of psychiatry. Such resources are used regularly in scholarly research, and in the undergraduate and graduate curriculum for courses spanning the history of science, history of medicine, as well as the intellectual and cultural history of the social sciences. A collection of primary works would contribute much needed breadth and depth to current library holdings in the history of psychiatry.

It is proposed herein that the Kelvin Smith Library provide primary resources in the history of psychiatry with the purchase of a new microform collection entitled 300 Years of Madness – Rare Printed Works on the History of Psychiatry. Compiled by Adam Matthews Publications, this collection of over 120 original titles on 17 microfilm reels covers works from the Early Modern period through the beginning of the twentieth century (title range, 1679 to 1918). This collection is drawn from Cambridge University Library’s renowned Hunter
Collection, the focus of seminal scholarship in the field for the last three decades. The Madness collection addresses the origins and evolution of concepts such as mania, bedlam, hysteria, and lunacy in contemporary medical and clinical practice, popular literature, and society in general.

**BUDGET: $2950.00**

February 24, 2008

---

**History — Kenneth F. Ledford, Department of History; Mark A Eddy, Subject Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library**

Faculty: Kenneth F. Ledford – Librarian: Mark A. Eddy

2008 LIBRARY OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROPOSAL
INTERNATIONALE BIBLIOGRAPHIE DER ZEITSCHRIFTENLITERATUR

SUBMITTED BY: Kenneth F. Ledford, Department of History, and Mark A Eddy, Subject Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

**PROPOSAL:** The program of research in the Case Department of History includes the study of intellectual, social, scientific, cultural and legal history in an international context. Many faculty members publish and conduct research in languages other than English. The Internationale Bibliographie der Zeitschriftenliteratur, otherwise known as the “Dietrich,” is a premier international and interdisciplinary bibliography of scholarly literature covering the humanities, social sciences, and the arts that has been published for over a century. It includes literature from academic publications in German, Spanish, French, Italian, and other languages.

Published by K. G. Saur, the IBZ is similar in scope and value in Western European academia to our English language Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature and the humanities and social sciences indexes that are considered standard for scholarly research. The electronic version of the IBZ currently provides coverage from 1983 to the present. It is updated monthly and contains over 2.79 million article references from over 11,000 journals. It has both German and English search interfaces and records.

Case libraries acquired the print version of this bibliography from 1965 to 1981. Neither KSL nor OhioLink, however, currently provide access to this electronic resource. Subscribing to the online version of the IBZ would help the Kelvin Smith Library address a lack of collections coverage in foreign language journal titles. Members of the Case faculty from history and other academic units rely on the IBZ for research. This index would allow them to keep pace with current literature and order copies of journal articles. It is proposed herein that the Kelvin Smith Library provide subscription funding for the IBZ in order to obtain electronic access for the next two calendar years.

The annual subscription cost for this index is 3,014 Euros. The cost in U.S. dollars for a one year subscription would be $4,380 at the current rate of exchange.

**BUDGET: $8762.00**

February 22, 2008

---

**History — Miriam Levin, Associate Professor of History, Secondary Appointment in Art and Art History; Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library**

Faculty: Miriam Levin – Librarian: Mark A. Eddy

2008 Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Fund Grant Proposal
Purchase of International Exposition Primary Resources for the Department of History

Faculty: Miriam Levin, Associate Professor of History, Secondary Appointment in Art and Art History
Librarian: Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

**Description and Purpose:**
The study of international expositions as focal points of contemporary science and technology, as well as economic, cultural, and urban history, is now a well established area of historical inquiry. Sustained access to primary resources representing the visual and textual record of international expositions is essential to such scholarship. The Case Department of History and the Program in the History of Science, Technology, Environment, and Medicine (STEM) have a contingent of faculty members who are actively engaged in the study of international expositions and their connection to the history of urban planning and the role of major metropolitan areas in fostering cultures of change and innovation.

During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, international fairs such as the famous 1851 “Crystal Palace Exhibition” in London and the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair showcased displays of art, culture, science, technology and industry from around the globe. These massive events drew international audiences, and they fundamentally shaped perceptions of human achievement and modernity, particularly with regard to technology and industry. The historical records of these expositions represent a treasure of information about the American and Western European experience of the modern age, and a crucial scholarly resource for historians and other members of the Case arts and sciences academic community. Primary resources describing these expositions will also be featured as part of a current book project on the history of international cities.

It is proposed herein that the Kelvin Smith Library expand its considerable collection of primary historical resources to include document collections from some of the most historically significant world’s fair events. These collections will be essential for current and future faculty, graduate, and undergraduate studies.

BUDGET: $9975.00

Budget Outline:
Microform collections of exposition materials are housed in the Smithsonian Institution Libraries. Copies of microfilm from this collection are provided by Gale Cengage’s Primary Source Media division. These primary documents are not yet part of any current digitization project.

1851 – London, England
*Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of all Nations*
Reel Numbers: 2 – 12
11 reels @$175/per $1925.00

1889 – Paris, France
*Exposition Universelle de 1889*
Reel Numbers: 81 – 94
14 reels @$175/per $2450.00

1900 Paris, France
*Expo Universelle de 1900*
Reel Numbers: 129 – 146
18 reels @$175/per $3150.00

1904 St. Louis, Missouri, USA
*Louisiana Purchase Centennial International Exposition*
Reel Numbers: 147-159, 163
14 reels @$175/per $2450.00

TOTAL BUDGET: $9975.00

History — Ted Steinberg, Adeline Barry Davee Distinguished Professor of History & Professor of Law, Department of History; Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

Faculty: Ted Steinberg – Librarian: Mark A. Eddy

---

2008 Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Fund Grant Proposal
Proposal to Purchase Primary Newspaper Resources for Department of History

FACULTY: Ted Steinberg, Adeline Barry Davee Distinguished Professor of History & Professor of Law, Department of History
LIBRARIAN: Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for History, Kelvin Smith Library

DESCRIPTION & PURPOSE:
The history of American cities figures prominently in many of the research programs in the Case Department of History. These include...
environmental history, the history of science and technology, American history, American Studies, immigration and ethnic studies. Examining the evolution of major cities entails several lines of historical inquiry including economic, social, and urban history, political and cultural history, and many others. Sustained access to primary resources, including contemporary newspapers and periodicals, is essential to such investigations.

New York City has been highlighted in the scholarship of senior members of the Case history faculty who have explored such phenomena as the impact of industrialization and environmental transformation on urban centers, and the relationship of such phenomena to cultural and social conditions. Over the course of the nineteenth century, the story of New York City and its surrounding boroughs was chronicled in a number of local newspapers. These papers constitute a virtually inexhaustible archive of historical information. They are a crucial resource for historians and other members of the Case arts and sciences academic community, and they will be a key resource for an upcoming book project on the environmental history of New York City.

Many of these sources have been reproduced in microform format. It is proposed herein that the Kelvin Smith Library expand its robust collection of historical newspapers and periodicals to include several publications from the New York City area. These collections will be essential for current and future faculty, graduate, and undergraduate work.

**BUDGET: $9536.00**

Newspaper List

These newspapers are not part of any current digital archive or digitization project. Microfilm reproductions, however, are available.

- **Long Island Farmer and Queens County Advertiser, 1840-1847**
  - New York Public Library, accession number 9874199, 1 reel $80.00

- **Flushing Journal, 1843-1847, 1850-1864**
  - New York Public Library, accession number 9737627, 1 reel $80.00

- **Neptune Register, 1873-1905**
  - New York Public Library, accession number 11221554, 15 reels @ $80/per $1200.00

- **New York Tribune, 1870-1876**
  - Proquest Microfilms
  - 7 reels @ $908/per for 1870-73, and @ $1212/per for 1874-76 $8176.00

**TOTAL BUDGET: $9536.00**

February 27, 2008

---

**Inamori International Center for Ethics and Excellence — E. Gail Reese, Associate Director for Collections and Personnel**

Library Opportunity Award Proposal 2008

Librarian: E. Gail Reese, Associate Director for Collections and Personnel

**Description and Purpose of Award:**

A proposal to purchase materials in all formats that will develop the current Ethics collection by adding retrospective and current resources across all disciplines. Funds would also be used to acquire scholarly materials to meet the educational and research needs of persons concerned with the study and practice of Case's Centers of Ethics:

**Inamori International Center for Ethics and Excellence**

The Inamori International Center for Ethics and Excellence is dedicated to exploring ethical issues from a global perspective, to nurturing international awareness and understanding of our common humanity through the study, teaching, and practice of ethics, and to the pursuit of excellence in all human endeavors.

**Center for Profession Ethics**
The Center for Professional Ethics provides opportunities for students, faculty, administrators and professionals to explore more fully the foundations of personal and professional ethics.

**Online Ethics Center for Engineering and Science**
The site provides readily accessible literature and information, case studies and references, and discussion groups on ethics in engineering and science. It focuses on problems that arise in and for the work life of engineers and scientists. It serves practitioners, educators and students, and individuals interested in professional and research ethics.

**Center for Business As An Agent Of World Benefit**
Center for Business As An Agent Of World Benefit advances extraordinary business innovation and entrepreneurship by turning the global environmental and social issues of our day into core value-creation opportunities.

**Budget $2,500:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Country of Publication</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cybersins and Digital Good Deeds: A Book about Technology and Ethics</td>
<td>Mary Ann Bell, Bobby Ezell, James L. Van Roekel</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Haworth Press, Incorporated</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0-7890-2953-7</td>
<td>$39.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ethical Journalist</td>
<td>Tony Harcup (Author)</td>
<td>December 2006</td>
<td>SAGE Publications, Limited</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1-4129-1896-0</td>
<td>$110.00(USD) Retail (Publisher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Times of Triumph, Times of Doubt: Science and the Battle for Public Trust</td>
<td>Elof Axel Carlson (Author)</td>
<td>December 2006</td>
<td>Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0-87969-805-5</td>
<td>$39.00(USD) Retail (Publisher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-Corporate Crime: Wrongdoing at the Intersection of Business and Government</td>
<td>Publication Date: December 2006 , Publisher: Rutgers University Press</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>ISBN: 0-8135-3888-2</td>
<td>Price: $ 68.00(USD) Retail (Publisher)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: State-Corporate Crime: Wrongdoing at the Intersection of Business and Government  
Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: Rutgers University Press, Market: United States, ISBN: 0-8135-3889-0, Price: $27.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Virtuous War  
Author: Der Derian Staff (Author), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: Routledge, Market: United States, ISBN: 0-415-77238-9, Price: $130.00(USD) Retail Taylor & Francis Group

Title: Disputed Moral Issues: A Reader  
Author: Mark Timmons (Author), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: Oxford University Press, Incorporated, Market: United States, ISBN: 0-19-517763-0, Price: $75.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: The Moral Life: An Introductory Reader in Ethics and Literature  
Contributor: Louis P. Pojman (Editor), Lewis Vaughn (Editor), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: Oxford University Press, Incorporated, Market: United States, ISBN: 0-19-530851-4, Price: $77.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Earth Charter Action  
Contributor: Peter Blaze Corcoran (Editor), Mirian Vilela (Editor), Alide Roerink (Editor), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: KIT (Koninklijk Instituut voor de Tropen), Market: United States, ISBN: 90-6832-177-3, Price: $39.00(USD) Retail Stylus Publishing, LLC

Title: Defending the Genetic Supermarket: The Law and Ethics of Selecting the Next Generation  
Author: Colin Gavaghan (Author), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: Taylor & Francis Group, Market: United States, ISBN: 1-84472-058-6, Price: $55.95(USD) Retail Taylor & Francis Group

Title: Corporate Social Responsibility and the Shaping of Global Public Policy  

Title: Evolution and Ethics and Other Essays  
Author: Thomas Henry Huxley (Author), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: Echo Library, Market: United States, ISBN: 1-4068-1411-3, Price: $12.90(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Ethics in a Christian Context  

Title: Media and Morality: On the Rise of the Mediapolis  

Title: Business Ethics: A Real World Approach  
Author: Andrew Gilllyer (Author), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: McGraw-Hill Companies, The, Market: United States, ISBN: 0-07-340304-0, Price: $57.50(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: How Russia Really Works: The Informal Practices That Shaped Post-Soviet Politics and Business  
Author: Alena V. Ledeneva (Author), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: Cornell University Press, Market: United States, ISBN: 0-8014-7352-7, Price: $22.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: The Obligations of Reason: Exploring the existence, nature, dynamics and implications of the Natural Moral System  
Author: Jeff Huggins (Author), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: iUniverse, Incorporated, Market: United States, ISBN: 0-595-40819-2, Price: $25.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Professional Responsibility and Regulation  
Author: Deborah L. Rhode (Author), Geoffrey C. Hazard Jr. (Author), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: Thomson West, Market: United States, ISBN: 1-59941-142-3, Price: $34.00(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: For the Common Good: The Ethics of Leadership in the 21st Century  
Contributor: John C. Knapp (Editor), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: Greenwood Publishing Group, Incorporated, Market: United States, ISBN: 0-275-99259-4, Price: $44.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Simple Ethics: A Handbook to Promote Ethical Understanding  
Author: Margery McInerney (Author), Publication Date: December 2006, Publisher: Tate Publishing & Enterprises, L.L.C., Market: United States, ISBN: 1-59886-654-0, Price: $7.99(USD) Retail (Publisher)
Title: Progressive Morality: An Essay in Ethics  

Title: Evolution and Ethics and Other Essays  

Title: World Writing: Poetics, Ethics, Globalization  
Contributor: Mary Gallagher (Editor) , Publication Date: December 2007 , Publisher: University of Toronto Press, Market: United States , ISBN: 0-8020-9516-X , Price: $ 24.99(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Biotechnology and the Integrity of Life: Taking Public Fears Seriously  

Title: Sourcebook in Late-Scholastic Monetary Theory: The Contributions of Martin de Azpilcueta, Luis de Molina, and Juan de Mariana, S. J.  

Title: Paradigm Shift: Environmental Psychology/Ethics for Environmentalists  

Title: Marketing Ethics  

Title: Globalization and Economic Ethics: Distributive Justice in the Knowledge Economy  

Title: Progressive Morality: An Essay in Ethics  

Title: Kantian Ethics  
Author: Allen W. Wood (Author) , Publication Date: December 2007 , Publisher: Cambridge University Press, Market: United States , ISBN: 0-521-67114-0 , Price: $ 25.99(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Law, Legitimacy and the Rationing of Health Care: A Contextual and Comparative Perspective  

Title: Values in Medicine: What Are We Really Doing to Patients?  

Title: Aristotle’s Ethics As First Philosophy  

Title: The Hunter: Developmental Stages and Ethics  

Title: The un Secretary-General and Moral Authority: Ethics and Religion in International Leadership  

Title: Taking Sides: Clashing Views in Business Ethics and Society  
Title: Archaeology and Capitalism: From Ethics to Politics  
Author: Philip Duke (Author), Contributor: Yannis, Yannis Hamilakis (Editor)  
Publication Date: December 2007  
Publisher: Left Coast Press, Incorporated  
Market: United States  
ISBN: 1-59874-270-1  
Binding Format: Trade Cloth  
Price: $ 79.00(USD) Retail University of Arizona Press

Title: The Girlfriend's Code of Ethics  
Author: Hope Bakari (Author), Tonya Sherman (Author), Lauren Lewis (Author)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: iUniverse, Incorporated  
Market: United States  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 12.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Principles of Ethics  
Author: Borden P. Bowne (Author)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Kessinger Publishing, LLC  
Market: United States  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 31.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Worlds of Difference: Rethinking the Ethics of Global Education for the 21st Century  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Paradigm Publishers  
Market: United States  
Binding Format: Trade Cloth  
Price: $ 85.00(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Ethics and Authority in International Law  
Author: Alfred P. Rubin (Author)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Cambridge University Press  
Market: United States  
ISBN: 0-521-04611-4  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 45.00(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: The Ethical Educator: Integrating Ethics Within the Context of Teaching and Teacher Research  
Author: Susan E. Israel (Author), Cynthia A. Lassonde (Author)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Peter Lang Publishing, Incorporated  
Market: United States  
ISBN 13: 978-1-4331-0160-1  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 89.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Nursing Law and Ethics  
Contributor: John Tingle (Editor)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Blackwell Publishing Limited  
Market: United States  
ISBN: 1-4051-3228-0  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 49.99(USD) Retail Blackwell Publishing, Incorporated

Title: Global Feminist Ethics  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Incorporated  
Market: United States  
ISBN: 0-7425-5910-6  
Binding Format: Trade Cloth  
Price: $ 75.00(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Media Law and Ethics  
Author: Roy L. Moore (Author), Michael D. Murray (Author)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Incorporated  
Market: United States  
ISBN: 0-8058-5067-8  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 80.00(USD) Retail Taylor & Francis Group

Title: Ethics  
Author: G. E. Moore (Author)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Kessinger Publishing, LLC  
Market: United States  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 27.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Manual of Political Ethics: Part One (1839)  
Author: Francis Lieber (Author)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Kessinger Publishing, LLC  
Market: United States  
ISBN: 0-548-72261-7  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 36.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Vari: Studies on Problems of Philosophy and Ethics (1901)  
Author: William Knight (Author)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Kessinger Publishing, LLC  
Market: United States  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 24.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: The Approach to the Social Question: An Introduction to the Study of Social Ethics (1909)  
Author: Francis Greenwood Peabody (Author)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Kessinger Publishing, LLC  
Market: United States  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 24.95(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: The Feminist Care Tradition in Animal Ethics: A Reader  
Contributor: Josephine Donovan (Editor), Carol Adams (Editor)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Columbia University Press  
Market: United States  
ISBN: 0-231-14039-8  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 24.50(USD) Retail (Publisher)

Title: Business Ethics: Making a Life, Not Just a Living  
Author: Gene Ahner (Author)  
Publication Date: November 2007  
Publisher: Orbis Books  
Market: United States  
Binding Format: Perfect  
Price: $ 25.00(USD) Retail (Publisher)
Faculty: David A. Schiraldi, Associate Professor, Macromolecular Science & Engineering
Librarian: Brian C. Gray, Head of Reference and Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian

We propose the library add the Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology Online. It is the key reference encyclopedia for topics such as “chemical substances, properties, manufacturing, and uses; on industrial processes, unit operations in chemical engineering; and on fundamentals and scientific subjects related to the field”. It is used by faculty and students in all specialties of engineering and other sciences on campus.

Adding a resource like this supports the feedback provided by the faculty during the library retreats to add more online reference materials for easy accessibility and better searching capabilities. It is a resource that regularly is suggested by professors for students that need supplemental readings or are just starting research in a new or unfamiliar area.

From website:
Key features of the Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology Online include:

- Over 1,000 articles, with more than 600 new or updated -- over 10% of the content is updated annually
- Monthly updates that keep the online version on the cutting edge of chemical technology
- Previous versions of revised articles archived for posterity
- An easy to use interface that allows one to Search or Browse through the articles for quick reference and convenience

Total Requested: ~$9770 for one-time payment for online access (Discounts may be available due to past or additional purchases.)

Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology Online
http://mrw.interscience.wiley.com/emrw/9780471238966/home/
http://mrw.interscience.wiley.com/emrw/0471-238961/home/Order.html

Print equivalent for comparison:
Materials Science & Engineering — Mark R. De Guire, Associate Professor, Materials Science & Engineering; Brian C. Gray, Head of Reference and Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal - 2008

Faculty: Mark R. De Guire, Associate Professor, Materials Science & Engineering
Librarian: Brian C. Gray, Head of Reference and Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian

From September of 2007 through August of 2008, the Case School of Engineering has been utilizing a 200-seat license of CES EduPack (standard engineering version). EduPack consists of a properties database, analysis software, and instructional materials for teaching students about engineering materials and manufacturing processes. The original license was funded by three departments (Materials Science and Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Macromolecular Sciences). Mark De Guire was one of several faculty members to incorporate assignments that used this resource into his teaching (EMSE 201, fall 2007, 23 students). The feedback was overwhelmingly positive, with spontaneous comments from students such as “I wish all of my assignments were like this” and “That was the most interesting homework I’ve done in a long time.”.

CSE is looking for an opportunity to greatly expand the reach of this set of tools and resources in 2008/09 to support more students and faculty in an increased number of departments and classes, such as the engineering core or SAGES. The 200-seat license demonstrated the pedagogical utility of the software and its positive reception by students, but limited the implementation to a smaller pool of users than could benefit from it.

EduPack has provided two options for licensing. The first is a 400-seat license that includes the standard engineering and design databases. The full license would be for an unlimited number of seats. The full license also adds new modules for architecture (civil), bioengineering, polymers, aerospace, and eco-design., which should broaden its usefulness for Biomedical, Mechanical, Aerospace, and Civil Engineering.

Lastly, the full campus license offers some real learning opportunities to students by providing access to tools common in the materials industry such as datasheets from CAMPUS or IDES Plastics.

EduPack provides data that is not available or easily discovered in some of the other library resources. Its tools for selecting materials on the basis of multiple design criteria, and for graphically displaying and analyzing interrelationships among property ranges of various categories of materials, are not available in the University’s other current electronic resources. EduPack would be a natural complement to sources like Knovel or ASM Phase Diagrams Database. While being introduced in an instructional setting, it would have continued use through all phases of research.

A quick search discovered that other academic libraries were providing the service or links to the services, such as Purdue, University of Utah, and Queensland University of Technology. MIT is hosting an on-campus seminar on the use of the package this spring.

Total Requested: $12,535 (or smaller package is $7996.50)

For more information: http://www.grantadesign.com/education/choice.htm

Attachments:
- Descriptive flyer
- 400-seat estimate
- Complete campus license

Modern Languages and Literature: English — Assistant Professor Kimberly Emmons, English; Associate Professor Kurt Koenigsberger, English; William Claspy, Kelvin Smith Library

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal:
Books on Writing and Rhetoric

Submitted by:

Faculty: Assistant Professor Kimberly Emmons, English, Associate Professor Kurt Koenigsberger, English
Librarian: William Claspy, Kelvin Smith Library

Purpose:
The English department’s “Writing History and Theory” graduate concentration, established in 2000, draws on rhetorical and literacy studies
to situate writing practices historically, culturally, technologically, and pedagogically. Over the past eight years, the College of Arts and Sciences and the English department have both recognized this as a growing interest among graduate students and faculty, and we have taken steps (including the creation of a new tenure-track line in professional and disciplinary writing, which will be filled as of AY 2008-2009) to address the scholarly and research needs of this new field.

In addition, the Center for the Study of Writing (CSW) is an interdisciplinary, collaborative endeavor that fosters connections between innovative writing research and sound pedagogical practices, between historical activities and contemporary practices, and between specialized faculty expertise and the needs and interests of aspiring undergraduates and graduate students. Grounded in nationally visible research, scholarship, and creative production, the CSW investigates and supports writing in all of its aspects, including its material bases and media; its diverse technologies, sites, and economies; its pedagogies, forms, and conventions; and its practices and uses, both contemporary and historical.

These thriving scholarly communities would benefit from an expansion of Kelvin Smith Library’s research collection in areas not historically supported. Students and faculty in writing studies currently rely heavily on OhioLink services to deliver necessary materials. This proposal begins to address these needs locally, by adding portions of the back catalog of Southern Illinois University Press to our collections. SIUP is a national leader in publishing in the fields of rhetoric and composition; their texts are particularly important to our research and study.

Requested amount: $1,011.50

List of Requested Items:

- Ball, Arnetha F., African American literacies unleashed: vernacular English and the composition classroom, $55.00
- Carr, Jean Ferguson, Archives of instruction: nineteenth-century rhetorics, readers, and composition books in the United States, $29.50
- Carroll, Lee Ann, Rehearsing new roles: how college students develop as writers, $29.50
- Comas, James N, Between Politics and Ethics: Toward a Vocative History of English Studies, $55.00
- Daniell, Beth., A communion of friendship: literacy, spiritual practice, and women in recovery, $27.00
- Davis, Robert L, Teaching Multiwriting: Researching and Composing with Multiple Genres, Media, Disciplines, and Cultures, $35.00
- Devitt, Amy J. Writing Genres, $55.00
- Donehower, Kim, Rural literacies, $29.50
- Ebest, Sally Barr, Changing the Way We Teach: Writing and the Resistance in the Training of Teaching Assistants, $30.00
- Fleckenstein, Kristie S., Embodied literacies: imageword and a poetics of teaching, $28.50
- Foster, David, Writing with authority: students’ roles as writers in cross-national perspective, $28.50
- Goncalves, Zan Meyer, Sexuality and the politics of ethos in the writing classroom, $28.50
- Grego, Rhonda C., Teaching/writing in thirdspaces: the studio approach, $32.00
- Gross, Alan G., Starring the Text: The Place of Rhetoric in Science Studies, $30.00
- Jung, Julie, Revisionary rhetoric, feminist pedagogy, and multigenre texts, $29.50
- Olson, Gary A., Rhetoric and Composition as Intellectual Work, $29.50
- Ratcliffe, Krista, Rhetorical Listening: Identification, Gender, Whiteness, $30.00
- Reynolds, Nedra, Geographies of Writing: Inhabiting Places and Encountering Difference, $30.00
- Rice, Jeff, Rhetoric of Cool: Composition Studies and New Media, $35.00
- Schultz, Lucille M., The young composers: composition’s beginnings in nineteenth-century schools, $20.00
- Selber, Stuart A., Multiliteracies for a digital age, $29.50
- Selfe, Cynthia L., Technology and literacy in the twenty-first century: the perils of not paying attention, $29.50
- Smith, Geneva ed., Language diversity in the classroom: from intention to practice, $29.50
- Sohn, Katherine Kelleher, Whistlin’ and crowin’ women of Appalachia: literacy practices since college, $28.50
- Spigelman, Candace, Across property lines: textual ownership in writing groups, $27.00
- Spigelman, Candace, Personally speaking: experience as evidence in academic discourse, $29.50
- Tingle, Nick, Self-development and college writing, $29.50
- Wallace, David L, Mutuality in the rhetoric and composition classroom, $27.00
- Yarbrough, Stephen R., Inventive Intercourse: From Rhetorical Conflict to the Ethical Creation of Novel Truth, $50.00
- Young, Morris, Minor re/visions: Asian American literacy narratives as a rhetoric of citizenship, $29.50
- Zerbe, Michael J., Composition and the Rhetoric of Science: Engaging the Dominant Discourse, $35.00
Modern Languages and Literature: French — Cheryl Toman, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures (PI); Laura Hengehold, Department of Philosophy, Director, French and Francophone Studies Program (collaborator); Gilbert Doho, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures, Director, Ethnic Studies Program (collaborator); Subject Librarian, Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill; Subject Librarian, Karen Oye

France, Cameroon, and the Worlds of Power and Desire: 
A Library Opportunity Grant for the Expansion of KSL Holdings in French and Francophone Studies

Project Budget: $4,855.55

Cheryl Toman, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures (PI); Subject Librarian, Arlene Sievers
Laura Hengehold, Department of Philosophy, Director, French and Francophone Studies Program (collaborator); Subject Librarian, Karen Oye
Gilbert Doho, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures, Director, Ethnic Studies Program (collaborator); Subject Librarian, Arlene Sievers

The following interdisciplinary proposal is intended to improve the collection of books and films at Kelvin Smith Library pertaining to French and Francophone Studies, specifically focusing on gender, sexuality, and violence in France and in Francophone Africa.

Since 2005, the French and Francophone Studies Program at CWRU has been working to develop a summer study abroad course and a research collaboration with the University of Buea (UB) in Cameroon, working closely with personnel in the UB Department of Women's and Gender Studies (WGS). CWRU faculty have visited Cameroon, brought the chair of WGS to Cleveland two years ago, and will welcome Cameroonian literary scholar Nalova Lyonga for two weeks this coming April, as part of a MacGregor Fund (WLE) grant project linking Cameroonian and CWRU students together by internet-based videoconference. All collaborators on this grant teach and pursue ongoing research regarding representations of war, sexuality, law, and gender in the colonial and post-colonial Francophone as well as Anglophone world.

Many of the books and films listed below are research resources or recommended reading for students in “The Cameroon Experience,” currently taught by Cheryl Toman. Some are recently published, therefore difficult to obtain in the US, and will make CWRU a more prominent contributor of French and Francophone titles to the Ohiolink and national interlibrary loan database. The works are grouped thematically, but many fit more than one category. Most will assist anyone at CWRU doing research or teaching a course on contemporary Africa, multicultural France, or women’s and gender studies.

Contemporary Francophone African Literature and Criticism (especially women’s)

Bebey, Francis.  La poupée ashanti.  Cle Editions (Yaounde), 2000.  ISBN 9782723500791.  $15.00
Bassek, Philomene.  La Tache de sang.  L’Harmattan, 1990.  ISBN 2738406686 .  $56.53


**Politics, History and Culture of Cameroon**


**General African Studies/Women’s Studies**


Bouttiaux, Anne-Marie. *Afrique : musées et patrimoines pour quels publics ?*. Paris, Karthala. ISBN 9782845869509. $15.00


**Colonial France**


*French and Francophone Philosophy*


Gender, Sexuality, and Sexual Violence (French and English/American)


Bourcier, Marie-Helene, *Queer Zones/Politique des Identités Sexuelles et des Savoirs*. Editions Amsterdam, 2006 ISBN 9782915547290. $68.51


Dorlin, Elsa. *La Matrice de la Race: Genealogie sexuelle et coloniale de la nation francaise*. La Decouverte, 2006. ISBN 9782707148810. $81.76


Gender, Sexuality, and Sexual Violence (In Francophone Africa)


Films DVDS:


*Shake Hands With The Devil* (2005) . $49.95 (http://www.newsreel.org/nav/title.asp?tc=CN0175&s=shake%20hands)

*This is Nollywood* (2006) . $99.00 (http://www.newsreel.org/nav/title.asp?tc=CN0199&s=nollywood)
Modern Languages and Literature: German — Susanne Vees-Gulani, Ph.D, Assistant Professor, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures; Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill, Head, Acquisitions Department/Humanities Collection Manager, Kelvin Smith Library

February 28, 2008

Application for Library Opportunity Grant Funds

Topics: World War II and German Postwar Memory and Victim Culture Across the Generations

Susanne Vees-Gulani, Ph.D, Assistant Professor, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures
Arlene Moore Sievers-Hill, Head, Acquisitions Department/Humanities Collection Manager, Kelvin Smith Library

I am a new faculty member in the German section of the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures. My research and teaching concentrate on 20th and 21st century German literature, film, history, and culture, specifically questions of postwar responses to the German period of National Socialism and the Holocaust. I am currently undertaking a book project on the German postwar victim discourse and questions of German guilt and responsibility across the generations, with particular emphasis on the city of Dresden. In this monograph on the Dresden inhabitants’ undisputed victim status after the city was severely bombed in February 1945, I develop the argument that the roots for this view have been laid already towards the end of the 19th century, when Dresden rose to be a national and international tourist destination and then show the development of the victim discourse from 1945 till today. I am also editing a volume on generational responses in contemporary German cultures, which looks closely at the post-unification period and the responses to the past through the generational lens. These interrelated topics, which have been hotly debated in Germany for decades, have generated a vast body of exciting scholarly and creative works, which must be considered as fundamental contributions to any library collection on German. Unfortunately, very few of these books are currently available at the CWRU library. However, they are absolutely instrumental for my research, my teaching, and for the students who take my classes. Under the guidance and mentorship of Arlene Sievers-Hill from the CWRU library, I developed a list of publications essential for my research and for building up this important area of study in the library collection.

HISTORY AND CRITICISM

4. Bill Niven, ed, Germans as Victims: Remembering the Past in Contemporary Germany, Palgrave, 2006. $28
38. Richard Bessel and Dirk Schumann, eds., *Life after Death: Approaches to a Cultural and Social History of Europe during the 1940s and 1950s*, Cambridge, 2003. $50
45. Jörg Hillmann and John Zimmermann, eds., *Kriegsende 1945 in Deutschland*, Munich, 2002. $44
47. Sascha Feuchert, ed., *Flucht und Vertreibung in der deutschen Literatur*, Frankfurt am Main, 2001. $33


52. A.C. Grayling, *Among the Dead Cities*, London, 2006. $75


64. Dirk Schumann, ed., *Life after Death: Approaches to a Cultural and Social History of Europe during the 1940s and 1950s*, Cambridge, 2003. $70


71. Peter Reichel, *Politik mit der Erinnerung: Gedächtnisorte im Streit um die Nationalsozialistische Vergangenheit*, revised ed, frankfurt am Main, 1999. $51


75. Frank Schirrmacher, *Die Walser-Bubis-Debatte*, Frankfurt am Main, 1999. $40

76. Heimo Schwilk and Ulrich Schacht, eds, *Die selbstbewusste Nation*, Frankfurt am Main, 1994. $40


80. Edgar Wolfrum, *Geschichtspolitik in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland*, Darmstadt 1999. $22


86. Birgit Haas, Modern German Political Drama 1980-2000, Camden House 15711322856 $80
95. Peter Dementz, Postwar German Literature (1970) $31
96. Peter Dementz, After the Fires: Recent Writing in the Germanies, Austria, and Switzerland (1986) $30
98. Frederick J. Harris, Encounters with Darkness: French and German Writers on World War Two, 1983 $15
100. Ernestine Schlant, The Language of Silence: West German Literature and the Holocaust, 1999 $35
103. British Bombing Survey Unit, The Strategic Air War against Germany 1939-1945: report of the British Bombing Survey Unit, 1998 $60
105. Stephen A. Garrett, Ethics and Airpower in World War II: the British Bombing of German Cities, 1993 $50
106. Max Hastings, Bomber Command, 1979 $50
109. Olaf Berwald, An Introduction to the Works of Peter Weiss, Camden House $75

PRIMARY LITERARY TEXTS AND FILMS


Total grant request: 130 books, $5368

---

**Modern Languages and Literature: Japanese — Takao Hagiwara, Japanese Studies Program, Dept. of Modern Languages and Literatures; Subject librarian: Arlene Moore Sievers**

Application for Library Opportunity Funds:

Name of proposal writer: Takao Hagiwara, Japanese Studies Program, Dept. of Modern Languages and Literatures

Subject librarian: Arlene Moore Sievers

Proposal description/purpose:

To further build up a functional collection in the Japanese language at CWRU, I request the following item for this year. This item will contribute especially to developing the Sino-Japanese interdisciplinary area of the Japanese Studies Program. $1=107 yen


$70x50=$3,500

---
Modern Languages and Literature: Japanese — Takao Hagiwara, Japanese Studies Program, Dept. of Modern Languages and Literatures; Subject librarian: Arlene Moore Sievers

Application for Library Opportunity Funds

Name of proposal writer: Takao Hagiwara, Japanese Studies Program, Dept. of Modern Languages and Literatures
Subject librarian: Arlene Moore Sievers

Proposal description/purpose:
To further build up a functional collection in the Japanese language at CWRU, I request the following item for this year. This item will contribute especially to developing the Sino-Japanese interdisciplinary area of the Japanese Studies Program. 

   $90x40=$3,600

Music — Dr. Ross Duffin, Professor, Music Department; Stephen Toombs, Kulas Music Library; Sharlane Gubkin, Preservation Department, Kelvin Smith Library

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal for 2008

Faculty: Dr. Ross Duffin, Professor, Music Department
Librarians: Stephen Toombs, Kulas Music Library; Sharlane Gubkin, Preservation Department, Kelvin Smith Library

A syndicated radio program hosted by Dr. Ross Duffin. 128 programs originally ran 1980-1985, and in reruns until 1998.

Description of Project: Creation of archival quality sound files within Digital Case to preserve a complete set of first generation cassettes owned by Dr. Duffin. Original reel-to-reel tapes have deteriorated too much to be used for preservation copies. Issues of copyright and access will be part of and resolved within this project. A set of compact disc service copies will be kept in Kulas Music Library for use by faculty and students. Cataloging of compact discs and sound files will be completed by Kulas Music Library and Kelvin Smith Library staffs.

Primary users: Case music faculty teaching courses in and students taking courses in historical performance practice and the history of music. All members of the Case community with an interest in early music.

Secondary/Interdisciplinary users: OhioLink member libraries (if service copy compact discs in Kulas Library circulate) and musicologists, music students, and early music enthusiasts everywhere (if service copy compact discs in Kulas Library circulate via ILL).

Proposed Budget: $2,687.22.

Vendor: Safe Sound Archive, 21 West Highland Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19118-3309

See additional pdf “Safe Sound Archive Micrologus Estimate” for details.

Music — Dr. Daniel Goldmark, Professor, Music Department; Dr. Mary Davis, Professor, Music Department; Stephen Toombs, Kulas Music Library

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal for 2008

Faculty: Dr. Daniel Goldmark, Professor, Music Department; Dr. Mary Davis, Professor, Music Department.
Librarian: Stephen Toombs, Kulas Music Library
Resources for the Study of the Musical and the Film Musical

Description of Project: This grant would provide important core resources (CDs, DVDs and piano/vocal scores) for the study of the musical and the film musical. In addition to research, the scores of musicals are a heavily used source of material for singers auditioning for Case vocal ensembles and theater productions.

The bibliographies which appear after the proposal give specifics about which musicals will be covered, as well as a breakdown of costs for individual items.

Primary users: Students in courses, including SAGES seminars, taught by Dr. Goldmark and Dr. Davis which cover the musical, popular music, 20th century music, or film music. Music majors, theater majors, or other Case students who need audition material for Case vocal ensembles or theater productions. Case faculty who teach film courses and theater faculty who teach courses on the musical.

Secondary/Interdisciplinary users: OhioLink member libraries (piano/vocal scores of musicals circulate frequently over OhioLink) and general Case faculty and students involved in classes or research which touch on the musical or film musical.

Proposed Budget (prices from vendors MLSC and J.W. Pepper):

- Compact Discs of original cast recordings of musicals: $700
- DVDs of film musicals: $815
- Piano/Vocal Scores of musicals covered by CDs: $900

Total: $2,415

Musicals on CD:
- Annie Get Your Gun, Sbme/Rca, RCA1124. 13.41
- Anyone Can Whistle, Sony Classics, SNYC86860. 9.92
- Avenue Q, Sbme/Rca Victor, RCAV55923. 14.99
- Brigadoon, Sbme/Rca, RCA1001. 13.41
- Cabaret, Sbme/Columbia, COL60533. 9.92
- Camelot, Sbme/Columbia, COL60542. 9.92
- Candide, Sony Classics, SNYC88391. 19.80
- Cats, Umgd/Mercury, POL521463. 32.70
- Chess, Umgd/A&M, AAM847445. 32.70
- Chorus Line, Sbme/Columbia, COL65282. 9.92
- Company, Sbme/Columbia, COL65283. 9.92
- Crazy For You, Sbme/Rca Victor, RCAV61993. 11.95
- Damn Yankees, Sbme/Rca, RCA3948. 13.41
- Evita (American), Umgd/Mca, MCA1310107. 32.70
- Fantasticks, Umgd/Decca, DECC543665. 14.99
- Follies, Emm/Angel, ANGL64666. 9.92
- Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The Forum, Emm/Angel, ANGL64770. 9.92
- Guys & Dolls, Umgd/Motown, MTN635277. 8.88
- Gypsy, Wea/Atlantic/Nonesuch, NON79239. 14.99
- Hair, Sbme/Rca, RCA1150. 11.95
- Into The Woods, Sbme/Rca Victor, RCAV60752. 13.41
- Jesus Christ Superstar, Umgd/Mca, MCA1111542. 30.12
- Joseph & The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, Umgd/Mca, MCA1399. 14.99
King & I, Sony Classics, SNYC88400. 11.95
Kiss Me Kate, Sbme/Columbia, COL60536. 9.92
Les Miserables, Umgd/Geffen, GEF424151. 32.70
Little Night Music, Sbme/Columbia, COL65284. 9.92
Mame, Sbme/Columbia, COL60959. 9.92
Man Of La Mancha, Umgd/Decca, DECC159387. 14.99
Merrily We Roll Along, Sbme/Rca Victor, RCAV68637. 11.95
Miss Saigon, Pid, PID665888. 14.89
My Fair Lady, Sony Classics, SNYC88392. 11.95
Oklahoma, First Night Records, FRSN73411. 11.21
Pacific Overtures, Sbme/Rca, RCAA407. 13.41
Pippin, Umgd/Decca, DECC159613. 14.99
Ragtime, Sbme/Rca Victor, RCV63167. 22.92
Rent, Umgd/Dream Works Records, DRWR450003. 30.12
Sound Of Music, Sbme/Columbia, COL60583. 9.92
South Pacific, Sbme/Columbia, COL60722. 9.92
Sweeney Todd, Wea/Warner Bros., WAR79946. 21.85
Sweet Charity, Sbme/Columbia, COL60960. 9.92
Urinetown, Sbme/Rca Victor, RCV63821. 14.99
Total: $696.25

Film Musicals on DVD:

Annie Get Your Gun, Warner Studios, WRNS65438DVD. $19.10
Astaire & Rogers Ultimate Collection, Warner Studios, WRNS82945DVD. $99.47
Bigger Longer & Uncut, Paramount Studio, PARA336824DVD. $10.32
Broadway To Hollywood, Warner Studios, WRNS69738DVD. $57.30
Calamity Jane, Warner Studios, WRNS70598DVD. $17.60
Classic Musicals 50 Movie Pack, Digital One Stop, DGOS7016DVD. $21.51
Classic Musicals Collection, Warner Studios, WRNS65766DVD. $51.57
Damn Yankees, Warner Studios, WRNS31970DVD. $17.60
Evita, Disney Studios, DSNY13849DVD. $12.43
High School Musical, Disney Studios, DSNY49549DVD. $22.88
High School Musical 2, Disney Studios, DSNY55041DVD. $25.50
Jazz Singer, Warner Studios, WRNS79889DVD. $38.20
Little Mermaid, Disney Studios, DSNY40234DVD. $28.66
Lubitsch Musicals, Criterion Collection, CTIN36DVD. $50.99
Mickey Rooney & Judy Garland, Warner Studios, WRNS79673DVD. $49.70
Pigskin Parade, Twentieth Century Fox, TFOX2243877DVD. $18.48
Producers, Universal Studios, UNLS28437DVD. $12.41
Rent, Sony Home Pictures Ent., CLTS12486DVD. $11.13
Stephen Sondheim Collection, Image Entertainment, IMEN1753DVD. $110.86
Unsinkable Molly Brown, Warner Studios, WRNS65201DVD. $24.87
Vol. 2-Classic Musicals, Warner Studios, WRNS79533DVD. $57.30
Yankee Doodle Dandy, Warner Studios, WRNS65041DVD. $27.08
Aladdin, Disney Studios, DSNY31552DVD. $28.66
Kelvin Smith Library: Library Opportunity Grants 2007-2008

Total: $813.62

Music — Dr. Peter Bennett, Professor, Music Department; Dr. David Rothenberg, Professor, Music Department; Stephen Toombs, Kulas Music Library; Sharlane Gubkin, Preservation Department, Kelvin Smith Library

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal for 2008

Faculty: Dr. Peter Bennett, Professor, Music Department; Dr. David Rothenberg, Professor, Music Department.
Librarians: Stephen Toombs, Kulas Music Library; Sharlane Gubkin, Preservation Department, Kelvin Smith Library

Creation of a digital version of:

Description of Project: The dictionaries of music and musicians issued originally under the editorship of Sir George Grove and later under Stanley Sadie began with a 4 volume set issued in 1879. The latest editions include a 29 volume set issued in 2001 and the current online version. The current edition is “the standard and the largest comprehensive music encyclopedia in English and the work to which all others are currently compared.” Earlier editions of the Grove dictionaries represent an important body of material for the study of the development of the discipline of musicology and music in general in the late 19th and 20th centuries. The 1879 edition owned by Kulas Music Library is quite fragile because of the acidic content of its paper and is damaged every time it is used. This project would result in two preservation photocopies of each volume of the original to be added to the Kulas collections as well as a digital copy to be added to Kelvin Smith Library's Digital Case project, where the digital version will also be preserved and archived.

Primary users: Students in MUHI 610, Bibliography and Research Methods in Music, have a regular assignment to compare articles from various editions of the Grove dictionaries. Students in other graduate level musicology and music history courses. Music faculty engaged in historical research covering the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Secondary/Interdisciplinary users: OhioLink member libraries (one preservation photocopy will circulate) and musicologists, music students, and historians everywhere (online version in Digital Case.)

Proposed Budget: $2,850 (estimate from Northern Micrographics (La Crosss, WI))


Physics — Walter Lambrecht, Professor of Physics; Earnestine Adeyemon, Physics Collection Manager

Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Fund Proposal
February 2008

Landolt Börnstein Reference Series

Applicants: Walter Lambrecht, Professor of Physics
Earnestine Adeyemon, Physics Collection Manager

Objective: As part of the core research collection of the Physics Department, the Landolt Bornstein reference set provides the Case Western Reserve University community with access to one of the most comprehensive sets of reference data in science and technology. We seek funds to add to this indispensable set.

Description: Landolt-Börnstein is a compilation of all verified physical data resulting from research in the fields of physics, chemistry, astronomy, geophysics, and technology. An interdisciplinary resource, Landolt Bornstein is critical for high level research at Case Western Reserve University.

Series: Landolt-Börnstein: Numerical Data and Functional Relationships in Science and Technology

Titles
The late Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., was not only an excellent historian himself but had real talent for organizing big historical survey projects. He launched an invaluable series of books on American presidential elections some years ago which are of great benefit to Case undergraduate students. In recent years, he organized an excellent series of short books on all 43 American presidents. These books are an excellent way to introduce students of the American Presidency and American politics to these men. The Kelvin Smith Library owns many of the print books in this series, but the collection is incomplete.

We propose that the Kelvin Smith Library provide funds to purchase the remaining print books in the American Presidents Series collection, and to purchase a collection of audio books for this series that is now available in a 45 CD set from BBC Audiobooks America. Having the books in audio as well as print format will allow students greater access to the series for the many courses at Case that touch upon various aspects of the history of the American Presidency, American government and politics, elections and political parties. This series is valuable for Case faculty in teaching undergraduates in both the political science and history curriculum.

Proposed Budget:

Audiobook Collection

*The American Presidents Collection*


Package: 45 CD Audiobook 58 Hr 00 Min.

Price: $495.00

Print Book List

Political Science — Joseph White, Luxenberg Family Professor of Public Policy, Director of the Center for Policy Studies, and Chair of the Department of Political Science; Andrew M. Lucker-Associate Director of the Center for Policy Studies and Adjunct Assistant Professor of Political Science; Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for Political Science, Kelvin Smith Library

Faculty: Joseph White & Andrew M. Lucker – Librarian: Mark A. Eddy

2008 Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Fund Grant Proposal
Support for Video Programming at the Case Center for Policy Studies

Faculty: Joseph White, Luxenberg Family Professor of Public Policy, Director of the Center for Policy Studies, and Chair of the Department of Political Science; Andrew M. Lucker-Associate Director of the Center for Policy Studies and Adjunct Assistant Professor of Political Science
Librarian: Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for Political Science, Kelvin Smith Library

Description and Purpose:
In 2007 Case Western Reserve University became an official member of the University Channel at Princeton (http://uc.princeton.edu/main/) which is a consortium of universities that contribute their public policy audio and video programming for national distribution on television, radio, and the internet. Our university membership in the University Channel consortium was a result of generous support from a Kelvin Smith Library Opportunity Grant, the Case Western Reserve University Office of Government Relations, and the Case Western Reserve University Office of Marketing and Communications. Additional funds were also used to purchase the audio equipment that we needed to produce our programming at Case Western Reserve University with the assistance of the Freedman Center in Kelvin Smith Library.

During the 2007-2008 academic year, with the assistance of the Freedman Center in Kelvin Smith Library, we successfully produced content for the University Channel for numerous interdisciplinary centers and programs at Case Western Reserve University. Our programs have featured prominent scholars from Harvard University, the University of Pennsylvania, Emory University, various major public policy think tanks in the Washington D.C. area, and from our own faculty at Case Western Reserve University. In addition to our programming content being distributed by the University Channel we have also successfully archived much of our interdisciplinary programming content in the Digital Case archives in Kelvin Smith Library. The $3000.00 cost of Case Western Reserve University’s membership in the University Channel will be paid by the Office of Marketing and Communications at CWRU for the 2008-2009 academic year.

We propose that the Freedman Center in Kelvin Smith Library purchase a video equipment kit to compliment the audio equipment kit we already have for the purpose of video recording the many public policy oriented programs that many of our interdisciplinary programs produce during the academic year at Case Western Reserve University. This equipment is needed to produce high resolution DVD quality video that is a requirement of the University Channel to fully contribute our video content of interdisciplinary programming at Case Western Reserve University to the full spectrum of University Channel distribution partners. The University Channel academic member institutions are now producing more of their programming as video content rather than audio content. In addition to their many regular distribution partners, the University Channel also formed an alliance with the YouTube video service for additional video content distribution by its affiliate academic member institutions in 2007. Thank you for your consideration of this proposal.

BUDGET: $1999.00

We are requesting $1999.00 in funding for the Freedman Center in Kelvin Smith Library to purchase a video equipment kit to compliment the audio equipment kit we already have for the purpose of video recording the many public policy oriented programs that many of our interdisciplinary programs produce during the academic year at Case Western Reserve University for the University Channel. The funding we are requesting, in consultation with the Freedman Center in Kelvin Smith Library, would purchase the following equipment:

Two Sony HD Camcorders \n\n$690.00 each X 2 = $1380.00
Two Sony wide mics $70.00 each $140.00
Two Sony camera tripods with remote in handle $122.00 each $244.00
Two tripod cases $35.00 each $70.00
Two camera cases $25.00 each $50.00
One 50 foot power cable $80.00 $80.00
Fourteen Mini DV tapes. $2.50 each $35.00

February 23, 2008

Political Science — Karen Beckwith, Flora Stone Mather Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, Women’s Studies Program; Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for Political Science, Kelvin Smith Library

Faculty: Karen Beckwith – Librarian: Mark A. Eddy

2008 KELVIN SMITH LIBRARY OPPORTUNITY FUND GRANT PROPOSAL
RETROSPECTIVE ACQUISITION OF BOOKS
COMPARATIVE POLITICS/INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, WOMEN’S STUDIES

Proposal Applicants:
Faculty: Karen Beckwith, Flora Stone Mather Professor of Political Science, Department of Political Science, Women’s Studies Program
Librarian: Mark A. Eddy, Librarian for Political Science, Kelvin Smith Library

Proposal Description:
We write to propose $3837.25 in funding from the Library Opportunity Fund to remedy deficiencies in the Kelvin Smith Library Collection in regard to women, gender and politics and Women’s Studies scholarship. This proposal focuses on the purchase of books as the immediate, initial step in building and strengthening our collection.

The deficiencies of the current collection, in CWRU’s graduate and main research library are apparent in comparing our women, gender and politics, and Women’s Studies, collection with those of other institutions. In searching the KSL catalogue there are major lacunae in the interdisciplinary arena bounded by political science, comparative politics, globalization and international relations, and Women’s Studies. The OhioLink collections in this area at the College of Wooster, the CONSORT Colleges, Oberlin College and others, however, are impressive. That the Ohio State University has an extensive collection, for example, is presumably due to the strong, long-standing Women’s Studies presence at OSU, a presence confirmed by Women’s Studies status as a department in the College of Humanities.

Moreover, internationalization and globalization are major themes of many universities’ initiatives (see, e.g., Duke’s internationalization of their curriculum), and hence strengthening the Women’s Studies/comparative politics/international politics resources at KSL will have advantages and benefits for CWRU as a whole.

Proposal Budget and Acquisition Details:
We propose purchasing the following books in Women’s Studies, Gender Studies, Political Science, International Relations, Area Studies, and Global Studies, as part of a “retrospective acquisition in neglected areas” of the Kelvin Smith Library. We also request that hardbound versions of these books be purchased as available.

BOOK LIST

Ackerly, Brooke A., Maria Stern, and Jacqui True. 2006. Feminist methodologies for international relations. [1st ed.] Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press. $80.00


Carpenter, R. Charli. 2006. “Innocent Women and Children”: Gender, Norms and the Protection of Civilians. Ashgate. $89.95

Casimiro, Isabel, Joy Kwesiga, Alice Mungwa and Aili Tripp (co-authors). Women in Movement: Transformations in African Political Landscapes. New York: Cambridge University Press. Forthcoming. [$100 cost estimate] $100.00


Davids, Tine and Francien van Driel, eds. 2007. *The Gender Question in Globalization*. Ashgate. $110.00


Haussman, Melissa and Brigit Sauer, eds. 2007. *Gendering the State in the Age of Globalization: Women’s Movements and State Feminism in Postindustrial Democracies*. Rowman and Littlefield. $85.00

Hunt, Krista, and Kim Rygiel, eds. 2007. *En)Gendering the War on Terror*. Ashgate. $99.95


Kantola, Johanna. 2006. *Feminists Theorize the State*. Houndmills, U.: Palgrave Macmillan. $69.95

Kardam, Nüket. *Turkey’s Engagement with Global Women’s Human Rights*. Ashgate. $99.95

Kittilson, Miki Caul, 2003. *Political Parties and the Rhetoric and Realities of Democratization*. Oxford University Press. $60.00


Macaulay, F. 2006. *Gender Politics in Brazil and Chile: the Role of Parties in National and Local Policymaking*. Basingstoke: Palgrave/St Antony’s. $90.00


Palmer, Barbara, and Dennis Simon, eds. 2008 (2nd ed.) *Breaking the Political Class Ceiling: Women and Congressional Elections*. Routledge. $130.00
Rai, Shirin, ed. 2002. *Mainstreaming Gender, Democratizing the State?* Manchester: Manchester University Press. $75.00
Roniger, L. 1990. *Hierarchy and trust in modern Mexico and Brazil.* New York: Praeger. $79.95
Van der Vleuten, Anna. 2007. *The Price of Gender Equality: Member States and Governance in the European Union.* Ashgate. $99.95

**TOTAL BUDGET: $3837.25**

February 24, 2008

Religious Studies — Alan Levenson, Adjunct Professor, Department of Religious Studies; Sharon Gravius, MLS-Social Sciences and Religious Studies Librarian

Library Opportunity Award Proposal- February 2008

Faculty: Alan Levenson, Adjunct Professor, Department of Religious Studies
Librarian: Sharon Gravius, MLS- Social Sciences and Religious Studies Librarian

Proposal Description/Purpose:
The goal of this project is to digitize material in the Western Reserve Historical Society from a famed Cleveland rabbi and path-breaking synagogue called Brith Emeth for inclusion in DigitalCase. The congregation was distinguished by its ability to nurture leaders and for its deep engagement in the social and political causes of the day. The ability to access this material on-line will enable CWRU students to use both archival and audio materials to engage in primary research in an interdisciplinary way, as the material cuts across religious studies, history and the study of not-for-profit institutions. The department of Religious Studies and the program in Judaic Studies plan to use these documents in the development of more advanced undertakings for Sages and Capstone projects that illustrate the type of real world research that historians conduct. Dr. Sean Martin (Western Reserve) has said he feels that these materials could be used in his SAGES class, Ethnicity and Local History which has a significant Jewish studies component. Dr. Alan Levenson (Siegal College) would like to integrate these materials in his SAGES class, American Jews/Jewish Americans. Dr. Peter Hass feels that the materials could also be used in support of the class JDST 201-Introduction to Judaic Studies for class projects.

A secondary benefit of this project will be supporting a book and audio project of enormous local interest. Tentatively titled, Agents Of Change: The Legacy of Congregation Brith Emeth and Rabbi Philip Horowitz, directed by Alan Levenson, combines archival and audio materials. The audio project, which involves digitally audio-taping the recollections of this rabbi/congregation by twenty-five members, many of whom became prominent community leaders, has already secured financial support through a private grant. The proposed book has two interested publishers, a dedicated research assistant, and has already generated considerable excitement in the local Jewish community. The archival
materials from the Brith Emeth collection at the WRHS, the target for this grant, have been entered and catalogued for ready access. Dr. Martin has already developed a priority list for digitization, including photographs, sermons, newspapers clippings from the PD and national media, synagogue board meetings and the like.

Dr. Sean Martin (smartin@wrhs.org), Associate Curator for Jewish History at the Western Reserve Historical Society has assured us that the Western Reserve Historical Society is willing to allow us to digitize their materials. However, the materials may not leave the historical society so actual work will have to be conducted there.

**Total Amount requested:** $3000. This money will primarily be used to pay the salary of a work study student from the Freedman Center to digitize the selected materials. Tom Hayes has volunteered to train the student on the proper procedure to digitize the materials for their inclusion in DigitalCase. Sean Martin would oversee the student worker at the WRHS. The student will go through training with Sharlane Gubkin, Kelvin Smith Library’s Preservation Librarian and Sue Hanson our Special Collection’s Librarian, on the proper handling of archival materials prior to the start of digitization.

---

**Religious Studies — Judith Neulander, Assistant Professor Department of Religious Studies; Sharon Gravius, MLS-Social Science and Religious Studies**

Library Opportunity Award Proposal – February 2008

Faculty: Judith Neulander, Assistant Professor Department of Religious Studies  
Librarian: Sharon Gravius, MLS-Social Science and Religious Studies

Proposal: to acquire library materials to support the research and instruction of a member of the Religious Studies Department.

The purpose of this grant is to retrospectively acquire materials on the study of Jewish Folklore. Professor Judith Neulander teaches classes in this area and has her students work on many projects.

**Total Amount Requested:** $1200

Materials Requested:

- The Greenwood Encyclopedia of Folktales and Fairy Tales. 3 volumes. 0-313-33441-2 $300
Religious Studies — Joy R. Bostic, Assistant Professor Department of Religious Studies; Sharon Gravius, MLS-Social Science and Religious Studies

Library Opportunity Award Proposal – February 2008

Faculty: Joy R. Bostic, Assistant Professor Department of Religious Studies (jrb64@case.edu)
Librarian: Sharon Gravius, MLS-Social Science and Religious Studies (sharon.gravius@case.edu)

Proposal: to acquire library materials to support the research and instruction of a new member of the Religious Studies Department.

Material that support the African American Studies program have long been collected by the Kelvin Smith Library. This proposal is a request to make a retrospective acquisition in a neglected area of African American Religious Studies and supporting materials. This is the beginning of a new core collection of materials to support the scholarly pursuit of knowledge in this area.

Budget: $3350 for materials listed below

Materials Requested:


Purchase either the 1998 or 2001 edition: see below for additional information.


Purchase either the 1981 or 1984 edition: see below for additional information
1983 Random House edition in CIA (b27920124)


Purchase either the 1985 or 2000 edition: see below for additional information


[38] Young, Henry J. Hope in process : a theology of social pluralism. Augsburg Fortress Pr. 0800623975. 9780800623975. 1990. US.
USD12.95.

Paper. USD19.95.


Purchase either the 1981 or 1996 edition: see below for additional information


US. Paper. USD21.


USD11.95.
Purchase either the 1996 or 1996 edition: see below for additional information

USD32.95.


Order which ever copy is available:


The African diaspora and the study of religion (Religion/culture/critique) Palgrave Macmillan. 1403977860. 9781403977861. In Stock US. 2007. US. USD$79.95 OCLC # 132582550

Films
Legacy of the Spirits, Karen Kramer; Legacy of the spirits Audio Visual Dept Lake Oswego. (52 min.) US. DVD $221.25
Say Amen Somebody!, DVD to replace VHS on amazon.com Directors: George T. Nierenberg
Eyes on the Prize, have 2 VHS copies, nothing in Amazon.com
The Color of the Cross (2007) $27 DVD

Science & Engineering — Brian C. Gray, Head of Reference and Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal - 2008

Librarian: Brian C. Gray, Head of Reference and Engineering, Mathematics, & Statistics Librarian

In order to fill an identified gap in our collection and to support the request of the science and engineering faculty to provide additional reference materials online, I suggest we purchase online access to the Corrosion Handbook. It would serve various engineering and science departments and research centers on campus.

From website:
The DEHEMA Corrosion Handbook represents a comprehensive collection of knowledge that is unique both in scope as well as content. It covers corrosion data and the chemical resistance of all technically important metallic, non-metallic, inorganic and organic materials in contact with aggressive media. Furthermore, it describes methods of corrosion protection and prevention. This makes it the prime information source worldwide for the selection of materials for equipment in which corrosive media are handled or processed.

Total Requested: $7224 (one-time payment for online access)

Corrosion Handbook (online)
  http://mrw.interscience.wiley.com/emrw/9783527610433/home/
  http://mrw.interscience.wiley.com/emrw/3527-61043X/home/Order.html

Print equivalent:
Social Sciences — Sharon Gravius, MLS-Social Science and Religious Studies

Library Opportunity Award Proposal – February 2008

Librarian: Sharon Gravius, MLS-Social Science and Religious Studies

Proposal: to acquire library materials to support Sages and Capstone students in the Social Sciences whom are interested in researching autism. A scan of materials requested on OhioLINK over the past four months, supports that this is a popular topic requested by students at Case.

Autism is a complex neurobiological disorder. It is one disorder in a group known as autism spectrum disorders. As reported by the organization Autism Speaks: “Today, 1 in 150 individuals is diagnosed with autism, making it more common than pediatric cancer, diabetes, and AIDS combined.” In the late 1980’s it occurred in 1 in 10,000. What caused the dramatic rise? Better diagnostic tests? Parental awareness? Whatever the case, it is now the fastest growing diagnosis of childhood disorders. It occurs in all racial, ethnic, and social groups and is four times more likely to strike boys than girls (1 in 94). The Center for Disease Control and Prevention issued a report in February 2007 urging pediatricians to screen for autism spectrum disorders as part of toddlers 15 or 18 month well child visits. Research has shown that the earlier intervention begins the less severe a child is affected.

I would like to purchase materials for the Kelvin Smith collection about the research on the treatment options available as well as provide supporting materials.

Total Amount Requested: $1100

Materials Requested:


Sociology — Jessica Kelley-Moore, Associate Professor, Sociology

Library Opportunity Fund
Department of Sociology
Spring 2008

The Department of Sociology is undergoing a period of substantial expansion marked by hiring three new faculty members this past year. This growth has allowed us to reconsider both the depth and breadth of our core areas of specialty. Our new faculty members compliment these areas but bring their own research and curricular strengths as well. In this academic year alone, we have offered five new classes and we anticipate at least three new courses next year. These include courses in Population Dynamics and Changing Societies, the Black Family, and Sociology of Disability. In addition to the substantive courses, we are revamping our graduate Methods and Statistics curriculum to reflect the new demands of a competitive research field.

These departmental initiatives are critical for the viability of our undergraduate and graduate programs and the success of our graduates. Thus, we want to help build an infrastructure that will aid in this endeavor. One of the key ways that Case Western Reserve can help support these additions to the curriculum and research specializations is to provide the funds requested herein to purchase books and other related materials. This would allow us to start a noteworthy collection in our new area of Disability and to expand the existing resources in the areas of Aging, Inequality, Research Methods and Statistics. We have attached a list of sample items from each of these substantive areas.

The opportunity to build the library collection will help our department be more competitive in graduate student recruitment, faculty recruitment, and faculty retention. We anticipate an increase in student satisfaction with their courses, as well.

The contact person for this proposal is Jessica Kelley-Moore, Associate Professor.

Budget requested $790.

Materials requested: Listed below.

Sample List of Requested Materials
Library Opportunity Fund
Department of Sociology
Spring 2008

Social Research Methodology and Statistics


**Sociology of Disability**


**Aging and the Life Course**


---

**Special Collections, Kelvin Smith Library — Susie Hanson, Head of Special Collections. Kelvin Smith Library**

February 29, 2008

Joanne Eustis, University Librarian
Gail Reese, Associate Director for Collections and Personnel
Kelvin Smith Library
11055 Euclid Avenue
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, OH 44106-7151

Re: Library Opportunity Grant Proposal, 2008
Submitted by Susie Hanson, Head of Special Collections. Kelvin Smith Library
Proposal Description

A proposal to purchase materials that will support the study of Cleveland and Northeast Ohio and maintain and keep current our collections that reflect the history, culture, technology, fine arts, and literature of Cleveland and Northeast Ohio. I have identified a selection of titles of publications that support the study of Cleveland and Northeast Ohio by students and faculty in Art History, English, History, Modern Languages and Literatures, and Interdisciplinary Studies such as Women’s Studies.

It is evident that there is increased use and demand by the students and faculty who visit Special Collections and request specific items for class study and projects. The SAGES programs especially, have shown the value of having materials available that promote a better understanding of local history in the context of a broader curriculum. The augmentation of our local history collections will ensure scholarly and popular resources that will prove to be beneficial to our constituents.

Titles of selected publications were found in the lists of local university presses, local publishers such as Cleveland Landmark Press and local institutions such as the Cleveland Artists Foundation.

Budget: $1,000

Library Opportunity Proposal 2008
Susie Hanson, Special Collections

A selection of titles with an emphasis on Ohio and Northeast Ohio

Stevick, Pauline. Beyond the Plain and Simple: A Patchwork of Amish Lives. KSU Press, 2007. $23.00
DeSario, Jack P. Dr. Sam Sheppard on Trial: The Prosecutors and the Marilyn Sheppard Murder. KSU Press, 2003. $28.00
My Father Spoke Finglish at Work: Finnish Americans in Northeastern Ohio. Fairburn, Noreed Sippola, Editor. KSU Press,
Mendez, Frank S. You can’t be Mexican: You Talk just like me. KSU Press
Lewis, Franklin. The Cleveland Indians, KSU Press, 2006. $18.00
Ehle, Jay C. Cleveland’s Harbor: The Cleveland-Cuyahoga County Port Authority. KSU Press, 1996. $25.00
Albacete, M.J. Clyde Singer’s America. KSU Press, 2008. $55.00
Cradles of Conscience: Ohio’s Independent Colleges and Universities. Edited by John William Oliver, Jr. KSU Press, 2003. $50.00
Gieck, Jack. Early Akron’s Industrial Valley. KSU Press, 2008. $12.00
McCormick, Virginia E. Educational Architecture in Ohio: From One-Room Schools and Carnegie Libraries to Community Education Villages. KSU Press, $45.00
Diemer, Tom. Fighting the Unbeatable Foe: Howard Metzenbaum of Ohio, the Washington Years KSU Press, 2008, $35.00
O’Donnell, Doris. Front-Page Girl. KSU Press, 2006. $23.00
A Geography of Ohio. Peacefull, Leonard, Editor. KSU Press, 1996. $35.00
Woods, Terry K. The Ohio & Erie Canal: A glossary of terms. KSU Press, 1995. $8.00
Knight, Jonathan. Sundays in the Pound: The Heroics and Heartbreak of the 1985-89 Cleveland Browns. KSU Press, 2006. $20.00
Endres, Kathleen L. Akron’s “Better Half”: Women’s Clubs and the Humanization of the City, 1824-1925. U. of Akron Press, $28.00 for paperback
Marshall, Bruce T. Shaker Heights (Images of America) $40.00
Kehoe, Wayne. Cleveland’s University Circle (Images of America) $16.00
Visions of a City with a Soul: Four Photographers in Cleveland. $15.00. Cleveland Artists Foundation
Drawn to Perfection: Jean and Pul Ulen and the Slade School Legacy in Cleveland. 2003. $19.00. Cleveland Artists Foundation
Paul Travis: (1891-1975), 2001 Cleveland Artists Foundation $19.00
The Art of Kent State University School of Art. Cleveland Artists Foundation$9.00 Cleveland Artists Foundation
Edris Eckhardt: Visionary and Innovator in American Studio Ceramics and Glass. $19.00 Cleveland Artists Foundation
Visual Tales: Michelangelo Lovelance, Gail Newman, and Paul W. Patton, 2005. $19.00 Cleveland Artists Foundation
Joseph Motto: A Jazz Age Journey from Cleveland to Florence, 2005. $19.00 Cleveland Artists Foundation
Art all around the Town: Print Clubs of Cleveland, 2005. $19.00 Cleveland Artists Foundation
Vigil, Vicki Blum. Cemeteries of Northeast Ohio. 2007 $15.00
Ledebur, Larry C. Village Landmark Churches of Northeast Ohio. 2006 $10.00
NEO Show: A Juried Exhibition of Artists of Northeast Ohio Selected by Jane Farver. 2005$15.00
Vourlojianis, George N. Citizen Soldiers: 107th Cavalry Regiment, Ohio National Guard. Cleveland Landmark Press. $17.00
Toman, James A. A Shaker Rapid Album. Cleveland Landmark Press. $17.00
Spangler, James R. Cleveland and its Streetcars. Cleveland Landmark Press. $20.00
Toman, James A. Cleveland’s Towering Treasure – A Landmark turns 75. Cleveland Landmark Press. $19.00

WSOM: Accountancy — Julia Grant, Associate Dean, Graduate Programs, WSOM; Larry Parker, Chair, Dept. of Accountancy; Catherine Wells, Asst. Director, Public Services; Business Librarian

Library Opportunity Grant Proposal 2008
Faculty: Julia Grant, Associate Dean, Graduate Programs, WSOM; Larry Parker, Chair, Dept. of Accountancy
Librarian: Catherine Wells, Asst. Director, Public Services; Business Librarian

Feb. 6, 2008

Description and Purpose
On behalf of Larry Parker, Chair, and the other members of the Accountancy Department and our doctoral students, we submit this application for library opportunity funds to support the acquisition of a database needed for financial research. Specifically, the Thomson Financial 13F Ownership, Current and History WRDS database. This data, which contain institutional stock holdings, are important for stock market research that considers sophisticated versus unsophisticated investors and their use of information. In capital markets projects, institutional investors are a strong proxy for the sophisticated investor since the assumption is that these institutions have the resources to devote to information acquisition and analysis. In much accounting research, the ability of information users is often a determinant of whether some financial disclosure proves to be useful, so the ability to control for investor sophistication is frequently necessary. There is a doctoral student currently doing a dissertation in which he uses level of institutional ownership to address how different market participants are able to use what are informally called “Stealth” restatements, corrections of previous financial statements embedded into routine filings. This work will provide important insights into just how savvy these informed investors really are. See attached for dissertation proposal.

The database contains quarterly information on the institutional investors’ holdings of US securities. Any institutional investor who manages $100 million or more is required to disclose this information by filing Form 13F to the US SEC. This database has become the standard data source for any researcher who wants to study the behavior of institutional investors (as opposed to the behavior of individual investors) in the US. Form 13F is the reporting form filed by institutional investment managers pursuant to Section 13(f) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

Data Range: 1980 - Q2 2007, quarterly
Number of Observations: 36.4 million
Number of Management Companies: over 4,300
Number of CUSIPS: over 44,000
Amount Requested
Subscribe to Thomson Financial 13F Dataset for 1 year through the WRDS (Wharton Research Data Services) interface. This interface is currently in place at Weatherhead. This would be an addition to other datasets already received through the WRDS interface.

Annual Subscription Cost - $7500

This is an annual subscription. An award of $7500 would buy access for one year. Profs. Grant and Parker understand that WSOM does not have the money to continue the subscription beyond one year.

WSOM: Banking and Finance — Claudia Moise, Assistant Professor, Banking and Finance; Karen Oye, Subject Librarian

Library Opportunity Fund • New York Stock Exchange Historical Short Interest Data

Claudia Moise, Assistant Professor, Banking and Finance
Karen Oye, Subject Librarian

Budget: $12,100 (one time fee)

Purpose & Benefits:
The material that we request will be very useful in the delivery of quantitative finance courses at Weatherhead School of Management, since it will allow instructors to develop more advanced and useful student projects in:

1. The new MSM in Finance program, which focuses on quantitative techniques in finance and empirical application of these techniques using financial data.
2. The Weatherhead MBA program.
3. The Weatherhead Saturday MBA program, which necessitates greater use of student projects, since it is distance enhanced.
4. Case undergraduate students concentrating in finance.

This also includes students that would be interested in clearing the Financial Risk Manager exam offered by the Global Association of Risk Professionals (the largest risk management association in the world, www.garp.com).

The focused concentration in finance is invaluable in today's business world. Increasingly, employers appreciate and recognize the benefit of in-depth understanding of finance from a theoretical and applied perspective. The immediate application of theory in today's work environment gives our students an extra edge to excel and makes them more marketable and more valuable with the skills and perspective they gain. The material requested will help create and support opportunities for more sophisticated and advanced training of students, so that they can become leaders in the banking, finance, and investment professions. This is vital for the better placement of our graduate and undergraduate students in these fields. In addition, this material will be useful for research purposes for several faculty members.

Material Requested:

1. The NYSE short interest database (from NYSE) as a one time download – contains historical short interest data and average daily volume, which allows the implementation of very sophisticated projects in investments, financial econometrics, computational finance, derivatives and risk management.

Total Amount Requested: $12,100 one-time download

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), Historical Short Interest Data

• Purchase all available data 1988-present
• Price is discounted when more than 73 months is purchased; we would purchase 20 yrs +2 mo
• http://www.nyxdatalink.com/nyxedata/NYSE/NYSEShortInterest/tabid/197/Default.aspx (not discount price)
• Data would be owned by Case, not leased; no annual maintenance fee is required
Library Opportunity Grant Proposal 2008

Faculty: Jean Kilgore, Senior Lecturer in Marketing and Policy Studies, WSOM,
With Support From: Stanton Cort, Associate Professor and Head, Division of Marketing, WSOM; David Cooperrider, Professor of Organizational Behavior and Fairmount Minerals Professor of Social Entrepreneurship, WSOM; Director, Center for Business as an Agent of World Benefit, Susan Eagan, Mandel Professor and Executive Director, Mandel Center for Nonprofit Organizations and Laura Chisolm, Professor of Law, Case School of Law; Catherine Wells, Asst. Director, Public Services; Business Librarian

Feb. 28, 2008

Description and Purpose

“Social entrepreneurship” and “social enterprise” are now often used in reference to a wide range of activities, in business as well as in the nonprofit sector, that are designed to address social issues. While a consistent definition of each term has yet to be developed, these types of activities are prompting significant interest on the part of academics and practitioners worldwide due to their potential for addressing societal challenges in innovative and effective ways. These activities also frequently involve multi-sectoral (profit and nonprofit) approaches to achieve goals and utilize organizational forms that do not always fit neatly into existing corporate and tax structures.

These topics are currently only minimally represented in the Case library system in spite of the growth in available work in recent years and the fact that Case is home to both a top-ranked nonprofit management program (currently collaborating with a national organization to provide training in social enterprise) and an important new center addressing the interface between business and society (including a focus on social entrepreneurship).

Holdings on these topics need to be expanded due to (a) their relevance for academic research in a range of schools/departments, including not only business/economics and nonprofit management, but also law, social sciences, community health, and history (among others); (b) their importance for current courses and course development, including programs in centers such as the above-referenced Mandel Center for Nonprofit Organizations and Center for Business as an Agent of World Benefit at Weatherhead; and (c) their significance to the current student body and the Northeast Ohio community.

Amount Requested

We have identified a core group of materials to support this area of study. Imprints are generally from 2005 forward.

Books available from Blackwell – 103 books at estimated cost $6572.00
Books not available through Blackwell – estimated cost $1500.00
DVDs $186.00
Total $8258.00

Videos on Social Entrepreneurship

ASHOKA Social Entrepreneurship Series.
Academic/NonProfit Full Series $159.00

Includes the following:

- Beyond Corporate Social Responsibility: Lessons from Oded Grajew
- Another World Is Possible: Insights From Oded Grajew
- Setting the Standard for the Global Economy (Alice Tepper Marlin)
- Architect of Corporate Social Responsibility (Alice Tepper Marlin)
- Banker To the Poor: The Story of Muhammad Yunus & the founding of the Grameen Bank and Grameen Family of Companies
- Insights from Muhammad Yunus, founder of the Grameen Bank and Grameen Family of Companies
- Creating a Poverty-Free World
- Champion for Accountability
- Fighting Corruption at Every Level
• Civil Society in Global Governance
• Innovator for the Poor
• Thinking Big and Scaling Up
• Achieving the Millennium Development Goals
• Entrepreneur for Society
• Nothing More Powerful
• The Citizen Sector Transformed

Black Gold: a film about coffee and trade. Marc Francis & Nick Francis
http://www.blackgoldmovie.com/        $26.95

Social Entrepreneurship Books From Blackwell

Cost - $6572.00


[59] One candle power : seven principles that enhance the lives of people with disabilities and their communities : based on the One candle


Social Entrepreneurship Books Not in Blackwell Database


Make A Difference At work. Finn, Adharanand Think, London 2008, ISBN: 9781845250508 ,


Search for Social Entrepreneurship. Brookings Inst, 2008, OCLC: 185691268,


Dennis R. Young, New York Foundation Center. 2006, ISBN: 1595420991,